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Introduction

The increasingly international reach of law owes part of its momentum to individual lawyers and law firms that function as carriers of ideas, processes and policies. U.S. lawyers are important participants in this expanding influence of law, both in the public sphere in areas such as human rights and in private areas such as regulation of business.¹ They work as representatives of both U.S. clients and foreign organizations and governments, bringing their basic mindset, shaped by education and practice experiences, into their dealings with foreign lawyers² as they connect in a variety of roles, from co- and opposing counsel, to employees and partners. By working alongside and across the table from each other, U.S. and foreign lawyers have opportunities to influence one another and extend the reach of their conceptions about the way law and legal practice should work. Through these interactions, they define the terms of

---

¹ U.S. influence is felt in the regulation of capital markets and in the corporate governance movement around the world, as well as in particular areas of expertise such as project finance.

² “Foreign lawyer” is used here to mean an individual whose primary legal education was received outside the U.S., and who is admitted to practice in a foreign country. This includes foreign-licensed lawyers with U.S. LL.M. degrees, but excludes individuals who have earned a J.D. from a U.S. law school.
internationalization and thereby establish the agenda for the role of law at the
international level.\(^3\)

This article examines the regulatory environment in which that interaction occurs. It considers the obstacles faced by law firms intent upon combining foreign and U.S. lawyers, and builds on prior work that investigated the impact on U.S. law firms of the development of an international market for legal services and the roles of foreign lawyers in the U.S.\(^4\) Regulation of the interaction between foreign and U.S. lawyers shapes the ways in which U.S. firms participate in the developing international market for legal services; it may well determine the placement and extent of that participation through U.S.-based activities. Further, restricting the interaction of foreign and U.S. lawyers limits the influence of U.S. practice and procedures on foreign lawyers, because such restrictions limit the opportunities for foreign lawyers to learn the ways and thinking of U.S. lawyers.

This article proceeds as follows. Section 1 develops four models of international expansion by law firms and explains the relationship between this expansion and the need for foreign lawyers. As U.S. law firms expand their international activities, they expand their offerings of expertise across national borders as well. U.S. law firms advise not

\(^3\) See, e.g., Yves Dezalay & Bryant G. Garth, DEALING IN VIRTUE (1996) (describing the contest between U.S. lawyers and European academics).


\(^5\) That is, the reported location of a lawyer may be in a different jurisdiction than the physical location from which the lawyer works. This is more common as technology has enabled virtual offices and immediate connectivity.

only on U.S. law, but also on local law where local regulation permits, including in England, Germany and France. Advising on foreign law requires U.S. firms to hire foreign lawyers, many of whom have not earned the three-year J.D. degree that is the foundation of U.S. legal education. While this presents no obstacle in theory, since variously-foreign licensed lawyers can advise on foreign law while U.S. lawyers advise on U.S. law, the world of practice is neither so simple nor so cleanly divided. Lawyers performing international services routinely cross the lines between national legal systems, and occasionally move from national to international law as well. The transnational practice engaged in by transaction lawyers requires familiarity with multiple national legal systems as well as with the distinctions among them. The challenge for transnational lawyers rests at least in part with matters of timing – it is difficult to determine applicable law at various stages in a representation; in addition, lawyers develop expertise in particular practice areas that cut across national systems of law.

Thus, in practice, it does not make sense to divide the world according to national legal system and licensing.

A more practical reason that regulation of foreign lawyers is implicated as law firms become more international is that as U.S. firms incorporate more foreign lawyers into their international practices, they must integrate these foreign lawyers into the fabric of their firms. This is a significant challenge because of the geographic and cultural

7 Skadden Arps, for example, “advises on U.S., English, French, German and Austrian law, allowing [them] . . . to address the multi-jurisdictional aspects of cross-border transactions as well as specific domestic legal issues,” http://www.skadden.com/PracticeIndex.ihtml (visited 1/17/03). National regulation regarding the right to offer legal advice is fundamental to a U.S. law firm’s ability to provide multinational advice including any particular jurisdiction. For information on the regulation of lawyers in a variety of national jurisdictions, see Richard L. Abel and Philip S.C. Lewis, LAWYERS IN SOCIETY (1988).

distances spanned by law firms. But the problem is made more difficult by restrictive rules of practice that complicate or limit the ability of firms to move lawyers among offices and nations to expose them to practice settings, core personnel and training programs. Global expansion brings with it concerns about uniform quality, and the solutions to such concerns are challenged by restrictive regulations concerning movement of professionals among office locations.

Section 2 examines the current regulatory environment for foreign lawyers. Professional regulation of lawyers in the U.S. formally is based on the notion that states assure the public of lawyers’ competence by regulating access to the profession. To that end, licensing is conditioned upon education and examination, and states take education in a U.S. law school as the primary method of qualifying for the bar. Foreign-educated and -licensed lawyers are given varying degrees of recognition for their education and practice experience; in more than one-third of U.S. jurisdictions, foreign lawyers are given no recognition at all and must begin their legal studies anew before they are permitted to sit for the bar examination. And in these jurisdictions, if they do not sit for the bar examination, they cannot advise on U.S., foreign or international law.

Two categories of admission rules are relevant: rules governing admission of lawyers to the bar, and rules permitting lawyers admitted in another country to practice in a limited capacity under the label of “legal consultant” or “foreign legal consultant.” There is scant recognition of the international nature of legal practice in admission rules, which generally take a one-size-fits-all approach and prefer locally-educated lawyers

---

9 This statement is not intended to obscure the clear protectionist purpose of many bar rules; rather, it is simply an attempt to articulate an acceptable rationale for restricting access to the bar. See generally, Richard L. Abel, Revisioning Lawyers, p. 1 in Richard Abel & Philip S.C. Lewis, LAWYERS IN SOCIETY: AN OVERVIEW (1995).

10 These states are listed as Categories 5 and 6 in Figure 1, infra.
regardless of the nature of the lawyer’s practice. These rules and the regulatory structure of which they are a part were designed when communication was limited by geography and law practices served local needs. Technological changes and economic connections have drastically changed legal practice. The admission rules stand as a relic of a former world in which practicing law had different, local boundaries. In Section 2, the tension between locally-based professional regulations and the development of international practices is examined, and ranking of states according to their openness to international practitioners is provided.

Section 3 takes a closer look at the regulatory category of legal consultant for the purpose of gaining insight into the uses made of this licensed status. The legal consultant category was developed to provide a coherent regulatory regime for foreign lawyers; the rules permit foreign lawyers to advise on their home country law and, in certain jurisdictions, on U.S. law with the cooperation of a lawyer fully admitted in the appropriate jurisdiction. While the concept of a legal consultant made great sense 30 years ago when the idea was introduced in the U.S., it makes less sense today because the international market for legal services has outgrown the limited scope of practice permitted by most versions of the rules. Advising on foreign law often is insufficient. Section 3 also offers evidence of the misappropriation of the legal consultant title by foreign lawyers who have not registered and obtained the legal consultant license, but nonetheless describe themselves as legal consultants in lawyer listing directories and law firm web sites.

11 The following jurisdictions permit legal consultants to advise on U.S. and local law with the advice of a U.S. licensed lawyer: Arizona, the District of Columbia, Hawaii, Indiana, New Jersey, New Mexico, New York, Ohio and Oregon. The District of Columbia, Hawaii, New Jersey, Ohio and Oregon require the U.S. lawyer to be identified to the client by name, in some instances in writing. Alaska and North Carolina require that the advice of the U.S. lawyer be transmitted to the client in writing rather than form the basis for the legal consultant’s advice.
A new regulatory structure for participants in the international legal services market is proposed in Section 4. It includes suggestions for more coherent admission and legal consultant rules, but advances beyond these traditional frameworks to offer a regulatory overlay that takes law firms, rather than individuals, as the object of regulation. By relying on a combination of insurance and supervision of foreign lawyers by U.S. licensed lawyers, the proposal recognizes a law firm’s capability and incentive to ensure the professional competence of its lawyers.12

Section 1. The Ways and Means of International Expansion in Legal Services

Law firms have become participants in an international market for professional services, competing both across national borders and disciplinary boundaries. Nevertheless, law remains nationally-based, and lawyers learn the basic precepts, structures and tenets of particular national systems of law.13 Lawyers and their firms tackle the international market with various strategies, and what it means to be “international” is not uniformly understood. The nature of internationalism is contested; firms claim to be international if they establish foreign offices, serve foreign clients, admit foreign educated and licensed attorneys to their firm, practice law in areas affected by internationalization or emanating from an international body, and offer foreign law


13 On the local nature of much of law practice and law itself, and the contrast between this and the global practice of certain law firms, see Detlev F. Vagts, The Impact of Globalization on the Legal Profession, 2 EUR. J. LAW REFORM 403 (2000).
But which of these activities defines a firm as truly international, or as international enough to require a new regulatory approach to lawyer admission?

The claims of lawyers and law firms to the “international” label fall into two general categories. First are claims based upon the provision of legal services in substantive practice areas characterized as international, such as when the applicable law emanates from an international tribunal or rule-making body or when more than one national legal system is implicated in a transaction. Second, firms claim to be international because of their organizational characteristics, such as having an international client base, employing foreign lawyers in the firm and supporting international offices. These two aspects – legal work and law firm organization – are interrelated rather than distinct paths to internationalization.

A. Substantively International

Law firms identify themselves, at least in part, by their practice areas. Practice areas identify the expertise of a firm’s lawyers, and also indicate something about the firm’s clients, whose problems are served by the practice groups. The “international” label crops up in a variety of places in practice group titles. Firms specialize in international trade, international dispute resolution, including international arbitration and litigation, and international project finance. A number of firms have organized...
their lawyers into particular geographic areas or country-specific groups, such as the Latin American practice group, or a group specializing in matters related to Brazil. The international tax area is occupied both by law firms and the major accounting firms.

Various aspects of these practice areas contribute to the international flavor. Rules of law relating to trade, investment and commerce generally have been converging, so that it appears that many related areas of practice are governed by global standards. Nonetheless, rules of procedure have not converged at the same pace, and national differences can be significant. In international commercial arbitration, for example, applicable legal rules may emanate from an international organization, such as the International Court of Arbitration of the International Chamber of Commerce. Project finance deals are standardized to a great extent because certain terms are required by the banks and other participants in the transactions; still, local law governs the construction projects being financed and the contract law must be “squared with the local law system. . . . This requires political and cultural sensitivity . . . to local conditions as well as ‘the patience necessary to reassure governments and companies unfamiliar with Western

---


19 Skadden Arps describes its Brazil practice group as follows: “Skadden, Arps has an active, broad-based practice involving business transactions in Brazil. We represent both Brazilian and non-Brazilian clients in international financings, mergers and acquisitions, privatizations and other types of Brazil-related transactions.” http://www.skadden.com/PracticeIndex.ihtml (visited 3/18/03).

Other practice areas are international because the law of more than one nation is relevant. Examples include transactional practices related to securities offerings and mergers and acquisitions and the competition issues related to such transactions. Certain practice areas straddle these categories in terms of the relevance of international rules, international rule-making bodies, and multiple national legal systems. International trade and intellectual property are examples of practice areas that claim an international perspective because of the relevance of international rules (GATT and NAFTA), rule-making bodies (the World Trade Organization and WIPO) and multiple national laws.

The expertise of lawyers in these international practice areas is often only one part of an over-all approach to internationalization taken in law firms’ marketing. That is, law firms tend to use all possible sources that point to their international characters as evidence of their identities, rather than taking a more strategic position and selecting certain attributes as important to the international identity of a firm. Hughes Hubbard & Reed offers an example of this approach in its web site description of the firm’s international practice. The description first highlights the substantive areas of law engaged in by its lawyers, such as international dispute resolution and international corporate practice, and continues with information regarding the international aspects of the firm’s organization, such as its foreign offices and foreign clients.

Hughes Hubbard’s international dispute resolution practice has consistently been recognized as among the world’s best…. The Firm’s specialty practices have brought additional depth to our international practice. From its base in the Washington office, our international trade practice has provided foreign governments and U.S. and foreign companies with advice and representation on customs, trade regulation, export and commercial treaty (NAFTA, WTO) matters.


Our antitrust practice, one of our oldest specialty practices, has seen rapid growth in counseling and defending foreign enterprises on matters involving the application of the Sherman and Hart-Scott-Rodino Acts to their activities in this country. … Hughes Hubbard lawyers routinely handle matters affecting every continent, and increasingly coordinate or advise on matters that involve multiple jurisdictions. Non-U.S. companies and governments, together with U.S. companies that consult us on a wide variety of their international operations, represent a significant majority of our clients. Lawyers from over twenty countries, who collectively speak some two dozen languages, contribute to the ongoing excellence of the Firm’s international practice.23

The international label is not claimed only by large law firms; even small firms participate in this specialty. Murphy Ellis Weber, for example, is a three-person law firm in Washington, D.C. specializing in international business advice.24 One of the firm’s partners is a British solicitor who also is admitted in the District of Columbia. A two-person firm, Williams & Baerson, offers international tax advice as one of its areas of expertise from its Chicago home-base.25

B. International Expansion Strategies

Scholars of organizational behavior identify four models of internationalization related to stages of participation in the international market: domestic, international, multinational, and transnational.26 For law firms, these models are relevant as ideal types, stages along a continuum between the purely domestic and transnational extremes. These models provide useful analytic tools for considering the ways in which law firms operate as international organizations.

23 See id., where the description includes reference to intellectual property advice delivered from the firm’s Paris office and the statement in the text regarding foreign clients and international lawyers.

24 See listing at www.martindale.com; the firm’s web site is www.MurphyEllisWeber.com (visited 3/18/03).


I. Domestic Firms

Domestic firms are those least connected to the international market, and are firmly grounded in a single orientation. “This entails having all of the firm’s facilities, employees, and customers in terms of their regional . . . orientations, the pool of employees is relatively homogeneous.”27 For law firms, this means having only domestic offices, domestic clients with domestic legal problems, and domestically educated and licensed lawyers, both partners and employees. One might take this a step further, since lawyers are licensed by states in the U.S. Law firms grounded locally or within a particular state or region – as distinguished from those firms that are national in these aspects of clients, client problems, the legal expertise offered (lawyers licensed in various states), office locations, and lawyer education and licensing – are clearly domestic firms. One example of a truly domestic firm is Diamond and Diamond, a three-person firm with a general civil practice located in South Bend, Indiana. According to the firm’s Martindale-Hubbell listing, all three of its lawyers were born in the South Bend area, all graduated from law schools in Indiana, and the practice includes such areas of local law as real estate and family relations.28 Of course, if the Diamond firm is retained to represent a client in a custody dispute in which one of the parents lives outside the U.S., the divide between domestic and international will be breached. Another way to envision the domestic firm model is to consider the historic version of any number of now-large Midwestern-based firms. Barnes & Thornburg, a firm with over 300 lawyers, is an example. Organized in 1940 in Indianapolis, Indiana, Barnes & Thornburg has grown

27 Id.

28 The areas of real estate and family law are often considered among the most locally-based, and kept off the list of the areas that international lawyers may practice under European Union Directive 98/5/EC (the “Establishment Directive”) para. 10, as well as restricted areas under foreign legal consultant licensing rules. See infra at note 123. Information about Diamond & Diamond may be found at www.martindale.com.
through merger and organically, and currently has offices in the Midwest and
Washington, D.C. Its link to the international market is through representation of foreign
clients in their U.S. activities, representation of U.S. clients in their foreign activities, and
through membership in international law firm networks. The domestic firm in today’s
economy is as much an ideal type or temporary status as a reality, because of the high
likelihood that law firms will make a connection to international clients and problems.

2. International Firms

One step closer to the international market are those firms that pursue
international legal work as a “simple extension[] of their domestic operations.” The
essence of this model is that internationalization consists of offering home country legal
expertise to foreign clients. This might be accomplished in several ways. A firm might
offer home country expertise to foreign clients without leaving the home office. Certain
firms have an international reputation in a particular area of law or particular kind of
practice and are approached by foreign clients needing their advice. U.S. firms offer U.S.
law advice from their U.S. offices to foreign clients, among others. Two well-known
examples are the California-based Venture Law Group and New York’s Wachtell Lipton

29 Barnes & Thornburg’s website, http://www.btlaw.com/ (following links to Our Practices, Other Practice Areas, International Business), describes its international practice as follows:

The firm is a member of TerraLex, a large worldwide network of independent law firms, and the TechLaw Group, a network of independent law firms serving the technology market. Barnes & Thornburg represents clients ranging from U.S. headquartered multinational companies to small businesses and individuals in their international business pursuits. In addition to assisting U.S. businesses with the sale and distribution of their products abroad and the protection and licensing of their intellectual property, our lawyers select and work with foreign counsel to assist in the establishment of overseas facilities and operations, including joint ventures with foreign partners. Working through our networks and with our correspondent firms, we help our clients meet their legal needs around the world. Barnes & Thornburg also represents many overseas clients in U.S. legal matters in Indiana, Illinois, and elsewhere.

30 McWilliams, Van Fleet and Wright, supra n. 25 (citing Bartlett & Ghoshal, MANAGING ACROSS BORDERS (1998). See also Patrick E. Mears and Carol M. Sanchez, Going Global, BUS. LAW TODAY (March/April 2001) at p. 32 (defining an international firm as one which “concentrates its assets and strategies in the home country.”)).
Rosen & Katz. Venture Law Group’s reputation for representing start-up technology companies has attracted foreign clients in spite of the firm having no foreign offices and no articulated strategy of hiring foreign-trained lawyers.\footnote{See Barbara Steuart, \textit{Foreign Interests}, THE RECORDER (2/26/96) p. 1; Rinat Fried, \textit{Networking in the Global Village}, THE RECORDER (8/21/96) p. 1. It is not clear whether VLG continues to accept foreign clients.} Wachtell Lipton is world known for its expertise in mergers and acquisitions, but has only one office, in New York City. The firm has hired foreign-trained lawyers, and all work in U.S. law.\footnote{See, \textit{e.g.}, biography for Wachtell attorney Barbara S. Kohl Gerschwer at http://www.wlrk.com/WLRKWeb/attorneys/SearchSingle.cfm?ID=1992 (visited 3/18/03).} Wachtell’s clients include foreign and multinational corporations.

Other firms fit this international model even though they support foreign offices. The focus of activities for these firms remains on U.S. law. Kirkland & Ellis, a Chicago-based firm with a single foreign office in London, provides one example. The firm describes its international practice in terms of U.S. law expertise:

> International companies doing business in the United States need the support of an experienced and established law firm with a national presence. Kirkland & Ellis represents numerous Fortune 250 corporations and other significant companies based throughout the world. The Firm is strategically positioned, by capability and geography, to assist non-U.S. clients in all their U.S. dealings and to guide them through unfamiliar legal and regulatory terrain at the federal, state, and local levels.\footnote{See Kirkland’s description of its International Latin American practice at http://www.kirkland.com/practice/interdisArea.asp?ID=1266 (visited 1/15/03).}

While Kirkland’s London office includes a number of foreign lawyers on its legal staff, the firm clearly concentrates on U.S. law expertise. It relies on relationships with foreign law firms when foreign law expertise is requires, as explained in its web site: “When necessary, Kirkland collaborates with leading law firms from countries around the world to give clients the benefit of firms who know their respective legal territory in-depth.”\footnote{http://law.bepress.com/nwwps-plltpl/art29}
Other firms with multiple foreign offices also resemble the international model. Again, the focus on U.S. law expertise as the exclusive offering of the firm is crucial. Davis Polk & Wardwell, for example, supports six foreign offices, seemingly more than the relatively marginal foreign presence characteristic of the international model. Nevertheless, throughout Davis Polk’s offices the practice is focused on U.S. law. Davis Polk explains its strategy in its web site description: “We primarily staff our six offices overseas with corporate and tax lawyers on assignment from our New York office. All of our overseas lawyers practice U.S. law. Rotations to a foreign office are generally for two or more years and usually start after the associate has worked in the New York office.” The firm’s international approach is characterized by its offering U.S. law expertise to its foreign and domestic clients.

3. Multinational Firms

An additional step towards internationalization is a model of multinationalism. This model involves an increase in the international connection: more foreign clients and

---


36 Firms also internationalize by affiliating with foreign law firms with expertise in the relevant foreign legal system. Affiliations might be formal and exclusive, or informal, and might involve sharing information about clients, or sharing knowledge and training regarding legal practice and law. Tung-lung S. Chang, Cheng-min Chuang, Wen-Shiung Jan, “International collaboration of law firms: modes, motives and advantages,” 33 J. WORLD BUS. 241-262 (1998) (describing the types of networks between international and local Taiwanese law firms, the activities of firms in these networks, and the reasons for the affiliations). Barnes & Thornberg, the Indianapolis-based firm described above, notes its membership in TerraLex, which it describes as “a large worldwide network of independent law firms[.]” See Barnes & Thornberg’s web site at [http://www.btlaw.com/](http://www.btlaw.com/) (following links to Our practices, Business transactions, International transactions) (visited 3/18/03). Other international networks of law firms include Lex Mundi ([http://www.lexmundi.com/](http://www.lexmundi.com/)) (visited 3/18/03), Law Firm of the Americas ([http://204.255.113.246/](http://204.255.113.246/)) (visited 3/18/03) and Multilaw ([http://www.multilaw.com/](http://www.multilaw.com/)) (visited 3/18/03). See Matthew Haggman, Legal optimism, MIAMI DAILY BUS. REV. (4/9/02), p. A1; Matthew Haggman, Joining the club, BROWARD DAILY BUS. REV. (2/11/02) p. A10. See also the description of Davis Polk’s relationship with German firm Hengeler Mueller at [http://www.davispolk.com/offices/frankfurt.htm](http://www.davispolk.com/offices/frankfurt.htm) (visited 3/18/03) (“We can cover this range of transactions because we work closely with our London office and with our colleagues at Hengeler Mueller, Germany’s premier corporate law firm. Together with Hengeler Mueller, many of whose lawyers have spent a year at Davis Polk, we field an integrated team of experienced German and U.S. lawyers to cover a wide variety of capital markets and mergers and acquisitions transactions.”).
more foreign offices housing more lawyers working on more cross-border and international matters. In addition to an increasing depth of international connection, the multinational firm offers expertise in multiple national legal systems as well as in international and U.S. law; consequently, foreign lawyers are important to these firms because of their knowledge of foreign legal systems. In spite of this multiple national expertise, however, multinational firms maintain a single-country organizational mindset that unifies much of a firm’s activities, including hiring, training and knowledge management.

An example of a multinational firm is McDermott Will & Emery, a Chicago-based firm with two German offices and a London office in addition to multiple U.S. offices. McDermott’s approach is to make foreign law the exclusive offering in its foreign offices, which are staffed almost exclusively with lawyers qualified to practice the local law of the office location.37 This may be the result of a strategic choice by McDermott or the consequence of acquiring a group of German lawyers from a local firm to serve as its foreign office.38 Since the mid-1990s, when law firms’ international expansion activities made the acquisition of entire foreign firms common practice, foreign-educated lawyers have become a customary part of the legal staffs of U.S.-based international law firms.

As part of this combination of U.S. and foreign orientation, multinational firms attempt to balance the diverse training and licensing backgrounds of their attorneys. Firms approach this in a variety of ways. Strategy often is not clearly articulated, but

37 See the lawyer biographies, searchable by office location, on McDermott’s web site at www.mwe.com (visited 3/18/03).

from examining lists of lawyers on firm web sites, recruiting information, and Martindale-Hubbell listings, it is clear that diversity of national legal expertise is a factor in staffing. The Multinational Model includes firms with numerous foreign offices in which they offer a combination of foreign and U.S. law expertise, and firms like McDermott with only a few foreign offices that are focused nearly exclusively on foreign law. Jones Day and Skadden Arps are examples of the former type of multinational firm, with substantial numbers of offices from which U.S. and foreign expertise is offered. Jones Day describes its international practice as follows:

The Firm's international practice balances U.S. lawyers posted outside the United States and foreign lawyers experienced in representing U.S.-based clients. Our lawyers are licensed in most significant jurisdictions in Europe and Asia and are fluent in virtually all principal languages relevant to international business. 39

Lawyers in Skadden Arps’ European offices advise on the national laws of the countries in which the offices are located – France, Austria, Germany and England – in addition to offering U.S. law advice. Skadden does not offer local law expertise outside of Europe, however, and even where local law expertise is offered, the firm emphasizes the U.S. competence of the lawyers posted in its foreign offices. 40 Cleary Gottlieb relies even more heavily on foreign-licensed lawyers, although many of these also have some U.S. education. The firm has a long history of including foreign-educated lawyers, which

39 http://www1.jonesday.com/about/about.asp (“International”) (visited 3/18/03).

40 The description of Skadden’s Paris office is illustrative:

In addition to handling a wide variety of matters under United States and French law, several attorneys in the Paris office have considerable experience with transactions and government projects in East Europe and the Commonwealth of Independent States. The Paris office is registered with the Paris Bar and a number of its attorneys are admitted as avocats with the Paris Bar. Attorneys in the Paris office are also qualified in New York.

http://www.skadden.com/officesIndex.ihtml (follow link to France)(visited 1/17/03).
distinguishes it from most other U.S. law firms. Cleary describes this international focus as follows:

Organized and operated as a single, integrated, worldwide partnership, Cleary Gottlieb employs more than 700 lawyers of diverse backgrounds and nationalities admitted to practice in various jurisdictions around the world. For 50 years, the firm's legal staff has included European lawyers, most of whom received a part of their academic legal training in the United States and many of whom have completed traineeships in one of the firm's U.S. offices. The firm first elected a European lawyer as a partner in 1960.41

The balance between U.S. and foreign law expertise also implicates how multinational firms approach marketing. Many firms resembling the Multinational Model do not declare their intentions regarding the national legal orientation of their advice. These firms refrain from identifying themselves as “U.S. law firms” even though most of their lawyers are U.S. lawyers. An example is Sidley Austin Brown & Wood, which identifies itself as an international firm42 but describes its ability to advise on foreign law only in the context of particular practice areas or offices.43 Chadbourne & Parke describes its lawyers’ expertise in terms that embrace the possibility of local practice without proclaiming it as a goal:

41 http://www.cgsh.com/culture.htm (visited 1/17/03). Cleary further describes the international diversity of its lawyers:

Cleary Gottlieb’s legal staff is one of the most diverse among large international law firms. One-third of the firm’s lawyers are based outside the United States. Our lawyers attended over 100 law schools and over 100 undergraduate colleges, were born in over 40 states of the United States and over 50 other countries and speak fluently more than 20 languages. As of July 1, 2002, 203 of the lawyers were women, including 14 partners and eight counsel, and 121 of our lawyers were from minority groups, including 12 partners. Our 357 summer associates in New York and Washington for the past three years included 172 women and 92 members of minority groups.

http://www.cgsh.com/lawyers.htm (visited 1/17/03).

42 “In May 2001, the law firms of Sidley & Austin and Brown & Wood merged to become Sidley Austin Brown & Wood, a significant legal power in the international arena. The combination of these two legal authorities creates a new kind of law firm.” http://www.sidley.com/about/about.asp (visited 3/18/03).

43 See for example, the description of Sidley Austin Brown & Wood's Hong Kong office, http://www.sidley.com/offices/hongkong.asp (visited 1/17/03), which explains that the office has eight lawyers who are “qualified to practice Hong Kong, English and United States law.”
Our international practice includes many lawyers who are both fluent in the languages of the countries where they work and admitted to the practice of local law. As a consequence of our familiarity with local customs, legal systems and political environments, the Chadbourne team offers innovative solutions to significant international problems.\footnote{See Chadbourne & Parke web site at \url{http://www.chadbourne.com/about/sub_international.html} (visited 1/10/03).}

In its foreign offices, Chadbourne mixes locally-licensed lawyers with U.S. lawyers.

The Multinational Model fundamentally is founded upon the expansion of the law firm’s services to incorporate expertise in multiple national legal systems. As a consequence of this expansion, multinational firms compete more directly with local law firms in the locations where their foreign offices are located. The relationship between multinational firms and foreign-based local firms gives rise to competition over hiring local lawyers, compensation and life-style issues for these lawyers, as well as competition for local clients.

4. Transnational Firms

The Transnational Model brings the discussion back nearly full circle to the Domestic Model, because transnational law firms are comprised of multiple nationally-based groups of lawyers specializing in their own national law systems. In addition to the national or domestic focus, transnational firms offer international expertise as the connection among the various national law specialties, although this international advisory role may not be consistently available in every location of the firm. The quintessential firm resembling the Multinational Model is Baker & McKenzie, with offices in 56 locations. Baker & McKenzie mixes its lawyers among offices that generally relate regionally, if not locally, to the license and education background of its lawyers.\footnote{The firm captures the essence of its strategy for staffing in its web site.}
description: “Since its inception in 1949, the Firm has been committed to building a seamless global network of offices staffed by locally qualified lawyers who are indigenous to the business communities in which they and their clients operate.” Baker also, of course, offers international law advise through lawyers sprinkled throughout the firm.

Transnational business organizations use location strategically. In law, the relationship between location and the service provided is crucial. While it may be less expensive to locate lawyers in Mexico than in London, the same group of lawyers will attract less business if they are situated in Mexico than if they sit in London. Partly, this is because of tradition; partly it is due to the importance of face-to-face contact; and partly it results from the importance of knowing the local scene – politically, economically, culturally – to understanding its law. Thus, the benefit to situating an English law practice in London must be incorporated into the conception of a transnational law firm.

The law firm networks of the international accounting firms also resemble the transnational model. Law firms based in various countries, with practices combining domestic and international law expertise, either were acquired or created by the

45 Baker & McKenzie’s Hong Kong office is staffed with more than 150 lawyers (partners and associates). Partners in the Hong Kong office are licensed in the U.S., Canada, Hong Kong, Australia and England, but also include lawyers licensed in Singapore, Taiwan and Germany, among others countries. Baker & McKenzie’s Milan office is similarly staffed: all of its partners are licensed in Italy, and several are dual licensed, including two who are dual licensed in Italy and New York. Milan lawyer biographies are available at http://www.bakernet.com/BakerNet/Lawyers/List+by+Place/LocationDetails.htm?Location=Milan&Region=Europe+Middle+East# (visited 3/18/03).


47 Transnational firms are described by McWilliams et al, Strategic Management of Human Resources for Global Competitive Advantage, supra n. 13, at p. 3, as organizations that “locate facilities based on the ability to effectively, efficiently, and flexibly produce a product or service, and to create synergies through the cultural differences.”
accounting firms. The number of offices and diversity of national law expertise distinguishes these networks from multinational firms; these networks have no “home country” law from which to diversify, because the historical roots of the networks do not lay in one particular jurisdiction. Consequently, they are international in a way that is different from most firms that grew from a U.S. law practice. These networks, like Baker & McKenzie, capitalize on their ability to offer expertise in multiple national law systems as well as international law.48

The Models Reconsidered

The degree of international integration of law firms has changed significantly during the last 50 years. While the international development of certain businesses may be accomplished by direct shift from domestic to transnational, development for law firms is not in giant steps from one model to the next, but rather a continuum of small, incremental changes that result in movement across the categories. Firms have internationalized in many different ways and at various times and places, but the steady and dramatic shift towards greater internationalization is unmistakable.

The four models of internationalization – Domestic, International, Multinational, and Transnational – are perhaps more appropriately considered stages of entry into the international market, marking development from the domestic model which was the foundation of nearly all U.S. law firms,49 to a pattern of practice that reflects the international economy. Certain firms stop at a stage akin to the international model, from

---

48 Information about Landwell, the legal arm of PriceWaterhouse Coopers, is available at http://www.landwellglobal.com/ (visited 3/18/03); Ernst & Young’s law firm network hosts a web site at http://www.eay.com/global/content.nsf/International/Serices - Law (visited 3/18/03); for legal services at Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu see http://www.deloitte.com/vs/0,1616,sid%253D1003,00.html (visited 3/18/03); and for information about K Legal, the legal arm of KPMG, see http://www.klegal.com/index.cfm (visited 3/18/03).

49 Coudert began as an international firm; several New York based firms became international at an early stage in their development. See Silver, Shifting Identities, supra n. 6, at 1108-1110.
which they specialize in offering U.S. law advice in their international work. Other firms combine expertise in multiple national legal systems to varying degrees. It is less useful to categorize particular firms according to the models than to use the models as steps for comparing firms along a continuum of internationalization.

Greater internationalization can be seen in various ways. Foreign offices are both a proxy for and a function of internationalization. As part of a prior research project, I gathered information about 71 of the largest and most international firms during the period of 1985 to 2000 for the purpose of illustrating the increased investment of U.S. firms in foreign offices. Each of the 71 firms examined supported at least one foreign office in 2000. But in 1985, only 43 of these firms supported a foreign office, and together the group of 43 firms reported a total of 117 foreign offices in their 1985 Martindale-Hubbell listings. By 2000, these firms reported a total of 343 foreign offices, nearly triple the number from 1985.

The growth in international investment through foreign offices occurred within firms as well as among the group of firms; that is, individual firms supported more foreign offices in 2000 than in 1985. According to the 1985 Martindale-Hubbell directory, 58% of the firms examined having a foreign office (that is, 58% of the 43 firms) had only one foreign office. By 2000, only 18% of the firms examined had just one foreign office, while more than 80% had two or more foreign offices. This increase in the number of foreign offices individual firms supported reveals the increased depth of firms’ commitment to the international market.

50 See Silver, Shifting Identities, supra n. 6; Silver, Lawyers on Foreign Ground, in Mark Janis and Salli Schwarz, eds., CAREERS IN INTERNATIONAL LAW 1 (2nd ed. 2001). Foreign office information was collected for 71 law firms drawn from the American Lawyer 100, the American Lawyer Global 50, the International Financial Law Review’s most globally focused and international law firms. The firms selected and studied were those on these lists with at least one foreign office in 2000. Appendix I provides the complete list of the 71 law firms studied.

51 Carole Silver, Lawyers on Foreign Ground, id.
Increased internationalization also can be demonstrated by the growth in the size of foreign offices. Larger offices are more expensive to maintain as a result of increased office space and salary expenses, but they also enable a greater variety and sophistication of legal work to be performed in the foreign location, so that revenues from a larger office may increase as the costs of the office increase. Larger offices send a message of greater legitimacy, as well as a sense of more serious investment by the firm in the particular location. Not surprisingly, firms have increased the size of their foreign offices as part of their increased investment in the international market. Between the period of 1985 and 2000, large U.S. firms flocked to London. In 1985, 29 London offices were supported by the 71 law firms examined. Nearly 70% of these offices were staffed very thinly, with five or fewer lawyers. Five of the 29 offices were staffed with six to ten lawyers; Baker & McKenzie was the only firm to support an office larger than 10.

By 2000, more than 75% of the 71 firms examined had a London office, and these offices were substantially larger than in 1985. The growth in the size of the offices is due in part to an opening up of the London practice rules, which in 1990 were revised to permit multinational partnerships. U.S. firms began hiring English solicitors to augment their London staffing and this is reflected in the increased size of U.S. firms’

---

52 This data is based upon information reported the on-line version (www.martindale.com) for the 2000 data, and in the bound volumes of Martindale-Hubbell for the 1985 data.

53 Silver, Lawyers on Foreign Ground, supra n. 49. There is some uncertainty about staffing in a small number of offices because several firms did not publish complete biographical information about their associates.

54 Id.

55 Id.

London offices. By 2000, most London offices of the firms examined had doubled in size, and supported between 11 and 30 lawyers; seven offices supported more than 30 lawyers each.57 U.S. firms supported over 678 lawyers in their London offices in 2000, up from 148 in 1986; this is an increase of over 450%.58

The growth of foreign offices, both in terms of the number of such offices and their size, is evidence of movement of firms towards the Multinational and Transnational Models. A fundamental element of this growth is the increasingly common practice for such firms to hire foreign-educated and licensed lawyers. Foreign lawyers serve in foreign offices as well as in the U.S.; they advise clients from their home countries and regions as well as others; and they serve as evidence of their firms’ international-ness in addition to providing expertise necessary for developing international opportunities.59

The Multinational and Transnational Models, however, are not alone in their reliance on foreign lawyers. International firms also utilize foreign lawyers, who serve as evidence of the firms’ international approach and character as well as to provide special assistance to clients from the home country of the lawyer. Thus, the Latin American practices of a number of U.S. firms are populated with Latin American lawyers who work on transactions in which Latin American parties figure prominently, although the advice of their employing firms is based in U.S. law. Consequently, the need to hire lawyers with training in foreign law is relevant for firms with internationally integrated practices.

57 Id.

58 Silver, Lawyers on Foreign Ground, supra n. 49.

59 See, e.g., the discussion of staffing and local law expertise for the German offices of U.S. firms in Aled Griffiths, "Making the Most of the Downturn," AM. L YR. FOCUS EUROPE (Winter 2003) p. 8, 12 (referring to dual qualified (German and U.S.) lawyers and to the lack of "local law capability at partner level" in Milbank Tweed’s German office).
Foreign lawyers allow law firms to offer expertise in a number of legal systems. Prior to 1980, most U.S. law firms offered advice only in U.S. law.60 For some firms, the date is much more recent; Sullivan & Cromwell, for example, began offering foreign law advice only in the late 1990s.61 The pre-1980 limitation to U.S. legal advice was due in large part to national regulations restricting practice by nationality; these regulations have been eliminated in many countries. Today, it is common for U.S.-based firms to advise on English law in addition to U.S. law, and many also offer expertise in German and French law. By examining lawyer biographies on law firm web sites and in Martindale-Hubbell, it becomes clear that most large U.S.-based international law firms house a number of lawyers with foreign law expertise and training.62

As law firms have expanded through foreign offices and by offering legal advice to include multiple national law systems, issues of quality are implicated. Multinational firms concentrate on offering services of comparable quality and providing “standardized … services to meet the needs of all markets simultaneously.”63 In fact, concerns about

---

60 See generally Silver, Shifting Identities, supra n. 4. The exception to this statement is that offices in France included U.S. lawyers serving as conseil juridique and advising on French law relating to business transactions. See generally Trubek et al, supra n. 6.

61 See Douglas McCollam, Saving Private Goldman, AM. LAW. (Oct. 1999) at 15. Sullivan & Cromwell describes its London office’s practice as follows: “S&C's London office was established in 1972 and is one of the largest offices of U.S. lawyers in London. . . . A number of our lawyers are qualified English lawyers, enabling the firm to handle projects transactions where one or more of the principal contracts is governed by English law.” [http://www.sullcrom.com/display.asp?section_id=227](http://www.sullcrom.com/display.asp?section_id=227) (follow links to Offices and Regions, London) (visited 3/18/03).

62 For example, by searching various law firm web sites in June of 2000, I identified foreign lawyers, meaning lawyers who had not earned a J.D. from a U.S. law school (lawyers educated in Canada are included as foreign), in the following firms (office location of the individual is indicated in parenthesis): Latham & Watkins (LA)-2 associates; Latham & Watkins (NY)-1 associate; Morrison & Foerster (NY)-4 partners, 4 associates; Morrison & Foerster (San Francisco)-4 associates, 1 “other attorney;” Shearman & Sterling (NY)-4 partners, 4 associates; Vinson & Elkins (NY)-1 associate; Davis Polk (NY)-25 associates; Cleary Gottlieb (NY)-4 members, 13 associates; Weil Gotshal (NY)-6 associates; Fried Frank (NY)-3 associates.

63 McWilliams et al, supra n. 13 (citing Griffin & Pustay, INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS: A MANAGERIAL PERSPECTIVE (1996)).
quality are common today among law and other professional services firms. Some law firms address this concern in their marketing material with statements about training all new lawyers in the U.S. or in the firm’s home office, before dispersing them among satellite offices. Cravath Swaine & Moore describes its staffing of foreign offices in these terms:

Our offices in Hong Kong and London are supervised by partners with many years of experience in our New York office and are staffed, in large measure, through associate rotations from New York. This assures clients that we will provide the same abilities in mergers and acquisitions, securities offerings, banking, tax and project finance at any location in the world.

Other firms stress training programs that bring together lawyers from all offices. Latham & Watkins brings lawyers together at various stages in their careers for firm-wide training programs, as does Shearman & Sterling. Latham also articulates a commitment to quality: “We are committed to providing consistent quality and creativity in our work—it is both a matter of professional pride and a central part of our identity as a firm. It also allows us to attract and retain the caliber of clients and challenging legal work we seek.”

64 The concern about quality is also implicated in the criticism of law firms with multiple offices that are characterized as franchise operations, such as is implicit in the name, “Baker & McDonalds” for the firm, Baker & McKenzie. See John Flood, Megalawyering in the Global Order: The Cultural, Social and Economic Transformation of Global Legal Practice, 3 INT’L J. LEGAL PROF. 169, 195 (1996).

65 See Silver, Shifting Identities, supra n. 4 at note 198 for statements in web sites of Cravath Swaine & Moore and other firms in 2000.


69 http://www.lw.com/recruiting (follow link to Recruiting, paragraph titled “Quality and Creativity”) (visited 3/18/03).
The international diversification of legal expertise in law firms requires new thinking about regulating the lawyers populating international firms. Firms resembling the International, Multinational and Transnational Models hire foreign-trained lawyers for various purposes, and these lawyers often are rendered more valuable by training for a period in the U.S. to learn about U.S. law and legal practice and about the particular law firm. In addition, firms that hire foreign lawyers even for the purpose of working in their home countries must be concerned about integrating these lawyers into the firm’s fabric. Integration involves bringing lawyers together, and if the connection is to be substantive then it involves the licensing of lawyers to work outside of their home countries. Moreover, law firms hire foreign lawyers to further their own internationalism, but the foreign lawyers must find ways to contribute value to their firms through their legal services; again, licensing is implicated. Section 2 considers the regulatory hurdles foreign lawyers face when seeking to practice in the U.S.

Section 2. Assessing Competence or Protecting Local Players – The Admission Rules

The enormous changes that characterize internationalization in legal services described in Section 1 are not reflected in the regulation of lawyers, which has remained nearly static in the U.S. since the mid-1970s. States continue to establish admission barriers for lawyers based upon a one-size-fits-all conception of the profession and its clientele. The only rational purpose for admission rules is to protect the public from incompetent lawyers. They are deemed necessary because it is difficult for individuals

---

70 A number of firms routinely hire foreign lawyers after they complete an LL.M. at a U.S. law school. These firms train their new graduates for a limited period in the U.S. and then send them to their home countries for work in their foreign offices. See Silver, The Case of the Foreign Lawyer, supra n. 4; Silver, Lawyers on Foreign Ground, supra n. 49.

71 See generally ABA Section on Legal Education and Admission to the Bar, Bar Admissions, Basic Overview, http://www.abanet.org/legaled/baradmissions/bo.html (visited 01/10/03): “Licensing involves a demonstration of worthiness in two distinct areas. The first is competence. For initial licensure, competence
who are both unfamiliar with the legal profession and not regular users of lawyers’ services to assess the quality of professional services.  Admission rules also protect the integrity of the courts by limiting access to those familiar with relevant procedures and judicial expectations.

While the concern for protection against incompetence may be relevant to certain individual clients, it is less important for clients who are sophisticated consumers of legal services. Corporate clients commonly are better at assessing the quality and value of legal services than are law firms themselves. It would be surprising if sophisticated corporate clients were concerned about whether a particular lawyer was educated through a combination of U.S. and foreign schooling and practice, or admitted in New York or another U.S. jurisdiction. Clients expect their law firms to screen lawyers in hiring and to provide training and supervision to assure high quality services. And law firms have every incentive to protect their reputations from incompetent practitioners; not only do law firms suffer monetary damages from malpractice determinations, they also suffer serious reputational harm from negative publicity about charges of incompetence. Law

is ordinarily established by a showing that the applicant holds an acceptable educational credential (with rare exception, a J.D. degree) from a law school that meets educational standards, and by achieving a passing score on the bar examination.” The Florida Rules of the Supreme Court Relating to Admissions to the Bar, Rule 1-15.1 clearly states the purpose of the bar exam: “1-15.1 Purpose. The primary purpose of the bar examination is to ensure that all who are admitted to The Florida Bar have demonstrated minimum technical competence.” (available at http://www.floridabarexam.org/ (visited 3/18/03)).


74 Consulting firms specializing in legal services have developed strategies for corporate legal departments to assess the value of their outside counsel. See, e.g., Hildebrandt International at http://www.hildebrandt.com/international_legal/about_legal. (visited 3/18/03).
firms are subject to intense scrutiny by the plethora of journals and web sites focused on legal practice, of which the American Lawyer, the National Law Journal, and www.vault.com are examples.

However, the problem with the current regulatory system in the U.S. as it applies to international legal services goes beyond the domestically-focused one-size-fits-all approach of the state bars. Law firms operating along the lines of the International, Multinational and Transnational Models need to incorporate foreign-educated lawyers into their organizations and practices. But the rules governing the rights of foreign lawyers to practice in the U.S. are so varied, complex and opaque as to present a sticky web of barriers. As a result of this complexity, foreign lawyers generally consider the bar admission possibilities only in a very few jurisdictions whose rules have been tested and where the draw of opportunity is simply too good to pass up. Not only does this lead to relocation of international practices into these more supportive jurisdictions, but it also leads to law firms disregarding the rules governing rights of practice for foreign lawyers. Firms hire foreign lawyers regardless of their licensing status, though licensing may well be a reason for severing the relationship after a brief period of employment.

Regulation of entry for foreign lawyers – the rules that permit foreign-educated and licensed lawyers to practice in the U.S. – are of two types. First are admission rules -- those rules that define the qualifications necessary for normal admission to the bar.

75 Kaye Scholer’s role in the Lincoln Savings debacle was well-documented; see, e.g., Michael Orey, The Lessons of Kaye, Scholer: Am I My Partner’s Keeper?, AM. LAW. (May 1992) at p. 3. See Bernard Black, supra n. 71, at p. 1569, for a discussion of the ways in which lawyers function as reputational intermediaries in the securities market.

76 For an analysis of potential conflicts among national regulations impacting lawyers, see Detlev F. Vagts, “Professional Responsibility in Transborder Practice: Conflict and Resolution,” 13 GEO. J. L. ETHICS 677 (2000).

77 A third category of regulation of lawyers, the unauthorized practice rules, also apply to foreign lawyers, providing a fundamental framework for the admission and legal consultant rules.
Foreign-educated and licensed lawyers who want to practice in the U.S. are likely to apply for bar admission in order to enjoy all of the rights and responsibilities of U.S. lawyers. Nearly all states condition bar admission upon completing specified legal education, meeting the character and fitness requirements, and passing a bar examination. Some states have special admission rules for foreign-educated and licensed lawyers that recognize the foreign education or experience in partial satisfaction of the requirements for bar admission. The admission rules, as they apply to foreign lawyers, are examined below.

The second way in which foreign lawyers are permitted to practice in the U.S. is through licensing as a legal consultant. Rules licensing foreign lawyers as legal consultants or, as they are variously titled, foreign legal consultants, special legal consultants, or foreign law consultants, permit foreign lawyers to practice their home country law. Under these rules, foreign lawyers’ work is limited in scope; the limitations are intended to protect the public from incompetence. The idea of the foreign legal consultant originated in response to the regulatory treatment accorded foreign lawyers, including those from the U.S., by France in the 1970s. Twenty-four U.S. jurisdictions have adopted some version of foreign legal consultant rule, discussed below. The ABA recently voted to encourage all states to adopt its Model Rule on the Licensing of Foreign Legal Consultants.

78 Wisconsin provides that graduates of the University of Wisconsin Law School are granted automatic admission to the bar pursuant to the so-called “diploma privilege.” See Wisconsin Supreme Court Rule 40.03 (available at http://www.courts.state.wi.us/html/rules/chap40.htm (visited 3/18/03)).


80 See discussion at notes 120-146, infra, regarding foreign legal consultant rules.
A third approach to regulating the activities of foreign lawyers is embodied in a new ABA proposal generated by the Commission on Multijurisdictional Practice.81 Under this proposal, foreign lawyers would be permitted to work in the U.S. on a temporary basis in a variety of circumstances, including working in association with a U.S. lawyer.82

While the essential elements of admission and legal consultant rules are relatively standard, the devil is in the details, and the details are extremely diverse.83 Admission rules generally consist of requirements relating to education, character and fitness, and an examination.84 Foreign lawyers do not satisfy the basic educational requirements; states that modify the education requirements to accommodate foreign lawyers do so in a variety of ways. The basic requirements of the legal consultant license are admission in another country, experience in practice, and limitation on the scope of practice permitted in the U.S. The ABA has proposed a model foreign legal consultant rule,85 which has been modified in the adoption process in most of the states that have taken action on the rule.

The diversity of the details in admission and legal consultant rules renders it difficult to assess their general availability to foreign lawyers, because it is both difficult

---


83 See Appendix 2 for a list of sources for state admission and legal consultant rules.

84 The multistate bar examination provides some standardization to the examination portion of the requirements for 48 states and the District of Columbia. The National Conference of Bar Examiners compiles information about the multistate exams; see the NCBEX web site at http://www.ncbex.org/tests.htm.

85 The ABA also recently recommended that the states adopt the Model Rule on Licensing Legal Consultants. See Report of the ABA Commission on Multijurisdictional Practice, supra n. 80.
to comprehend the rules and there is significant uncertainty in their application. In order to make sense of the current regulations, two discrete organizing frameworks are offered. The first organization framework assesses state regulations according to the ability of foreign lawyers to be admitted to the bar or licensed as legal consultants. States are grouped into six categories, ranging from the very liberal jurisdiction that recognizes foreign education and experience in satisfaction of its bar entry requirements, to the restrictive jurisdictions that refuse foreign lawyers any opportunity to practice. The second organizational framework establishes an ideal regulatory system for foreign lawyers and assesses existing state rules against that idea. In this context, existing rules are considered for their substantive provisions as well as for their clarity and objective applicability.

The first organizational framework is set out in Figure 1. It organizes state rules into six categories. Category 1 is comprised of states that allow foreign lawyers to waive into the bar on the basis of their foreign education, admission and practice experience. Category 2 consists of states that permit foreign lawyers to take the bar exam without completing a three-year JD degree from a U.S. law school. These states establish various requirements, including up to one year of education in a U.S. law school, an assessment of the foreign legal education in comparison to U.S. legal education, and practice experience. Category 3 is comprised of states that allow foreign lawyers to take the bar exam only after first being admitted in another U.S. jurisdiction. These states essentially defer to the judgment of competence made by a sister state, and add comfort from additional practice experience gained by the applicant in that sister jurisdiction. Category 4 is for states that permit foreign lawyers to waive into the bar, without an exam, based upon admission in another U.S. jurisdiction. Each of these states, with the exception of Washington, requires a three-to-five year period of practice experience prior to admission.
on motion; Washington’s rule simply states that “active legal experience” is required.WASHINGTON\’S RULE SIMPLY STATES THAT “ACTIVE LEGAL EXPERIENCE” IS REQUIRED.86

Category 5 consists of states that permit foreign lawyers to advise as legal consultants but forbid them from joining the bar. States in Category 6 neither permit foreign lawyers to join the bar nor offer a legal consultant licensing system.

The requirements of each state are indicated after the state name according to the following legend:

c = common law must be basis for jurisprudence in home country where first legal degree earned and where practice was accomplished, if at all

p = practice experience is required in home country

a = education must be assessed for equivalence to U.S. legal education, or is otherwise required to meet certain criteria (such as duration)

e = U.S. legal education is required, not exceeding the equivalent of one year of courses

U = admitted in another U.S. jurisdiction (this is included here only as an alternative condition; see category 3, below).

| FIGURE 1 |
| States are listed according to their rules permitting foreign lawyers to join the bar through motion or examination (categories 1-4), permitting foreign lawyers to practice as legal consultants but not join the bar (category 5), or not offering foreign lawyers any possibility of practice (category 6). Those states with a foreign legal consultant licensing rule are indicated with an asterisk. |
| Category 1 | States permitting foreign lawyers to waive into the bar on the basis of their foreign education, admission and practice experience. | Massachusetts*, ap88 |


| Category 2. | States permitting foreign lawyers who have not earned a U.S. JD degree and are not admitted in another U.S. jurisdiction to sit for the bar examination. | Alabama-pa 89  
Alaska*-cea  
California*-a  
Colorado-cp  
Connecticut*ce  
District of Columbia*-e  
Hawaii*-cp  
Illinois*-pa  
Kentucky-pa  
Louisiana*-a or e  
Maine-a  
Massachusetts*-a  
Michigan*-e  
Nevada-a or pca  
New Hampshire-ca and either g or e or U  
New York*-ac or ae  
North Carolina*-e  
Ohio*-a  
Oregon*-ca  
Pennsylvania-pe  
Rhode Island-a and possibly also e  
Tennessee-ag  
Texas*-pa  
Utah*-ce  
Vermont-ce  
Virginia-ea  
Washington*-cp  
West Virginia-cae |
| --- | --- | --- |
| Category 3. | States permitting foreign lawyers to take the state bar exam based on admission in another U.S. jurisdiction coupled with practice experience pursuant to that admission. | Arizona*  
California*  
Florida*  
Hawaii  
Maryland  
Missouri*  
New Mexico*  
Washington* |
| Category 4. | States permitting foreign lawyers to waive into the bar (without taking the bar exam) based upon admission in another U.S. jurisdiction. | Connecticut*-Bs  
District of Columbia*-B  
Indiana*  
Kentucky-Bs  
Michigan*-Bs  
North Carolina-Bs  
Ohio*-Bs  
Rhode Island-B  
Vermont-B  
Washington*-B  
Wisconsin |


### Category 5
States permitting foreign lawyers to be licensed as legal consultants, but which do not permit bar admission without a U.S. three-year law degree.

- Georgia
- Indiana
- Minnesota
- New Jersey

### Category 6
States offering no licensed role for foreign lawyers. An “A” indicates that the rules are ambiguous. The following states do not permit foreign lawyers to join the bar through examination or otherwise, and do not offer a foreign legal consultant licensing system.

- Arkansas-A
- Delaware
- Idaho
- Iowa
- Kansas
- Mississippi-A
- Montana
- Nebraska
- North Dakota
- Oklahoma
- South Carolina
- South Dakota-A
- Wyoming-A

---

91 Indiana does not specify the education requirements for admission on motion. See Indiana Rules of Court, Rules for Admission to the Bar and the Discipline of Attorneys, Rule 6, available at [http://www.in.gov/judiciary/rules/ad_dis/index.html#r6](http://www.in.gov/judiciary/rules/ad_dis/index.html#r6) (visited 3/19/03).

92 Rhode Island’s rule on admission on motion for lawyers licensed in other U.S. jurisdictions does not address the education requirements. See Rules and Practices of the Supreme Court and Board of Bar Examiners of the State of Rhode Island Governing Admission to the Bar, Art. II, Rule 2, available at [http://www.courts.state.ri.us/supreme/bar/rules.pdf](http://www.courts.state.ri.us/supreme/bar/rules.pdf) (visited 3/19/03). The ABA Section on Legal Education and Admission to the Bar interprets Rhode Island’s admission on motion rule ambiguously, indicating both that the rule does not permit foreign educated lawyers to gain admission and that the rule does not specify whether foreign educated lawyers may be admitted on motion. See Charts 9 and 10, at [http://www.abanet.org/legaled/publications/compguide/compguide.html](http://www.abanet.org/legaled/publications/compguide/compguide.html) (visited 3/19/03).

93 Washington State Court Rules, Admission to Practice Rule 18, available at [http://www.courts.wa.gov/rules/display.cfm?group=ga&set=APR&ruleid=gapr18](http://www.courts.wa.gov/rules/display.cfm?group=ga&set=APR&ruleid=gapr18) (visited 3/19/03), provides for admission on motion on the basis of reciprocal treatment of Washington attorneys in the foreign jurisdiction; the rule does not address the practice experience required in any detail, nor does it specifically address the education background required for lawyers seeking admission on motion.

94 Indiana Rules of Court, Rules for Admission to the Bar and the Discipline of Attorneys, Rule 13.4, available at [http://www.in.gov/judiciary/rules/ad_dis/index.html#r13](http://www.in.gov/judiciary/rules/ad_dis/index.html#r13) (visited 3/18/03), requires applicants for the bar to have graduated from an ABA-approved law school, but does not specify that the degree earned be a J.D. Thus, some room for argument about satisfying the education requirements exists for foreign lawyers with an LL.M. from an ABA-approved law school. Nonetheless, the interpretation offered here of Indiana’s rules, which is that a J.D. or its equivalent is required, is supported by the interpretation of the ABA Section of Legal Education and Admission to the Bar. See Chart IX at [http://www.abanet.org/legaled/publications/compguide/chart9.pdf](http://www.abanet.org/legaled/publications/compguide/chart9.pdf) (visited 3/19/03).

95 Iowa Court Rules, Rule 31.8, available at [http://www.legis.state.ia.us/Rules/2002/court/gna1.pdf](http://www.legis.state.ia.us/Rules/2002/court/gna1.pdf) (visited 3/19/03). Iowa Court Rule, Rules on Admission to the Bar, rule 31.12, provides for admission without examination for attorneys licensed in other states. Rule 31.12(2)(b) requires that the applicant have “been admitted to the bar of any other of the United States or the District of Columbia, and has practiced law five full years while licensed within the seven years immediately preceding the date of the application …” No particular requirement that the applicant have graduated from an ABA-approved law school is included in Rule 31.12. See [http://www.legis.state.ia.us/Rules/2002/court/gna1.pdf](http://www.legis.state.ia.us/Rules/2002/court/gna1.pdf) (visited 3/19/03). Nevertheless, the interpretation offered here, that Iowa does not permit waiving in for foreign lawyers admitted elsewhere, is supported by the ABA Section on Legal Education and Admission to the Bar Chart IX at [http://www.abanet.org/legaled/publications/compguide/chart9.pdf](http://www.abanet.org/legaled/publications/compguide/chart9.pdf) (visited 3/19/03).
Figure 1 reveals that 27 states and the District of Columbia permit foreign lawyers to join the bar, and an additional seven states permit foreign lawyers admitted in another U.S. jurisdiction to join the bar. But this information does not tell the whole story, because a number of the 28 jurisdictions have erected such significant barriers to entry for foreign lawyers that the rights granted in the rules are nearly meaningless. One example will illustrate the problem. Nevada, included in Category 2, permits foreign lawyers to sit for the bar exam upon a showing that the legal education of the foreign lawyer was “functionally equivalent to an education provided by a law school accredited by the American Bar Association.”

The Nevada State Bar provides some indication of the kind of information that will be considered in determining the functional equivalency of foreign legal education in its “Policies and Procedures of the Functional Equivalency Committee,” available on the State Bar’s web site. The following are identified as the minimum qualifications that will be considered by the committee …

1. Quality of Law School (profit vs. non-profit, correspondence vs. attendance, etc.)
2. Curriculum (courses taken, content, common law subjects, length of classes for individual sessions, … participation required …)
3. Faculty (number of full-time faculty members, faculty/student ratio, professional credentials, availability of faculty to students after class, etc.)
4. Admission Standards …
5. Resources and Research Facilities …
6. Physical Plant (size, classroom size, moot court facilities, …)
7. Existing Accreditation, Prior Accreditation History or Attempt (… accreditation of foreign law school by agency analogous to ABA, etc.)

---

96 Rules Governing Admission to the Practice of Law in the State of Oklahoma, Rule 4(3), available at http://www.okbar.org/publicinfo/admissions/rules.htm (visited 3/19/03). The rule on admission by motion, Oklahoma Rule 2, section 1, available http://www.okbar.org/publicinfo/admissions/rules.htm (visited 3/19/03), requires only graduation from an ABA-approved law school – it does not specify that the J.D. degree is required. The rules states: “Persons who have been lawfully admitted to practice and are in good standing on active status in a reciprocal state, are graduates of an American Bar Association approved law school, and have engaged in the actual and continuous practice of law for at least five of the seven years immediately preceding application for admission under this Rule.”

97 Nevada Court Rules Annotated, Supreme Court Rule 51.5(1)(c), available at http://www.leg.state.nv.us/ (follow links to Law Library, Court Rules, Supreme Court Rules) (visited 3/19/03).
The criteria listed as relevant to the equivalency of foreign legal education are remarkably similar to those considered relevant by the ABA in accrediting U.S. law schools.99

Foreign lawyers who cannot meet this burden of proving that their legal education was equivalent to the education in an ABA approved law school may satisfy the Nevada rule and sit for the bar if they meet two conditions. First, they must offer evidence of their admission in a country where “English common law substantially forms the basis of that country’s jurisprudence, and where English is the language of instruction and practice in the courts of that jurisdiction[].” Second, the foreign lawyer must show that s/he practiced for at least ten years in her/his home jurisdiction, and that the lawyer’s “legal education, as augmented by such … legal work experience, is now functionally equivalent to an education provided by a law school accredited by the American Bar Association.”100 The rule suffers from an excessive practice requirement as well as from the ambiguous “functionally equivalent” standard. Ten years is longer than generally required for practice experience, and works to ensure that foreign lawyers who satisfy the ten year practice requirement will be unlikely to leave their practices and move to Nevada.101 In addition, even under the second condition, an assessment on functional equivalency to U.S. legal education must be made, which renders the application process uncertain and incapable of objective assessment. These regulations constitute substantial


99 See the ABA Section of Legal Education and Admission to the Bar Standards for Approval of Law Schools, at http://www.abanet.org/legaled/standards/standards.html (vistied 3/19/03).

100 Nevada Court Rules Annotated, Supreme Court Rule 51.5(1)(a), available at http://www.leg.state.nv.us/ (follow links to Law Library, Court Rules, Supreme Court Rules) (visited 3/19/03).

barriers. Surprisingly, according to statistics compiled by the National Conference of Bar Examiners (NCBEX), four foreign-educated individuals took the Nevada bar examination in 2001, comprising nearly 7% of all individuals taking the bar that year.102

Moreover, the ambiguity in state rules render even the rudimentary organization of Figure 1 challenging. For example, three states, Oklahoma, Tennessee and Virginia, list as the educational requirements for admission on motion only graduation from an ABA-approved law school, without specifying whether the J.D. degree must have been earned. Thus, it is possible that these states would permit foreign lawyers with a one-year LL.M. degree from a U.S. law school to join the bar by motion after admission in another U.S. jurisdiction. This is unlikely, however, because these jurisdictions require the J.D. for admission through the bar examination. Iowa does not specify any particular education requirement for admission on motion. The American Bar Association Section on Legal Education and Admission to the Bar interprets the rules of all four of these states as not permitting foreign educated lawyers to gain admission through motion.103 Similarly, four states have rules that are ambiguous regarding the particular degree required for application for admission through the bar examination; the rules neither specify a J.D., nor a first degree in law as required from an ABA-approved law school. Nonetheless, my best guess is that these states belong in the most restrictive category, and this is consistent with the ABA’s interpretation of the rules.

102 2001 Statistics, Total Taking and Passing by Source of Legal Education in 2001, THE BAR EXAMINER (May 2002) p. 3, available at http://www.ncbex.org/stats/pdf/2001stats.pdf (visited 3/19/03). The NCBEX considers foreign-educated lawyers who have completed an LL.M. degree at a U.S. law school in the group of U.S. educated lawyers, rather than the group of foreign-educated lawyers; see id. especially at p. 3, note a. Consequently, the NCBEX numbers do not reflect the same group examined in this article, since lawyers who have received their primary education outside of the U.S. might fall into the U.S. educated group if they also have obtained an LL.M. from a U.S. law school.

The existing regulatory framework suffers from three problems. First, it is comprised of too much diversity. Some standardization would allow for accurate analysis of the opportunities presented by these rules. Second, the rules are overly-protective of the public and do not give sufficient recognition to the value of foreign legal education and experience. While foreign lawyers may present a real risk of harm to certain segments of the public, the likeliest users of their services are entirely capable of protecting themselves from the risk of incompetence, either directly or by relying on the firms employing them. Third, the rules are opaque; they are difficult to comprehend and, in some cases, impossible to apply in a way that offers transparency.

If the regulations governing foreign lawyers were reformed to satisfy these three problems, they would start with the determination that for foreign lawyers, the bar examination functions as the primary gatekeeper. Generally, U.S. jurisdictions rely on a combination of legal education and the bar exam to guarantee a basic level of competence across a variety of substantive areas. Traditional legal education is one way of preparing for the bar exam, but other methods also are recognized either formally by the rules or informally by practice. Vermont rules, for example, permit preparation for the bar by practicing under the direction of a Vermont lawyer.104 An example of an informally

104 Vermont Rules of Admission to the Bar of the Vermont Supreme Court Sec. 6(g) provides as follows:

(g) An applicant shall have pursued the study of law with special reference to the general practice of law: (1) for a period of not less than four years within this state under the supervision of an attorney in practice in the state who has been admitted to practice before this Court not less than three years prior to the commencement of that study, or (2) in any jurisdiction of the United States or common law jurisdiction in a law school approved by this Court which maintains a three-year course leading to a law degree.

See also Vermont Rules of Admission to the Bar of the Vermont Supreme Court Sec. 6(j) regarding study with a Vermont lawyer for foreign educated lawyers. Vermont Rules are available at http://www.vermontjudiciary.org/BBE/BBERulesRegs.htm#§%205.%20Requirements%20for%20admissio

recognized method of preparation for the bar is the private bar preparation courses offered by companies like Bar Bri. Similar courses are sufficient for qualifying for the solicitors’ exam in England.

Foreign lawyers who have been educated and gained admission in their home countries are likely to find their home country experiences at least somewhat valuable in preparing for U.S. practice. The convergence of national law regulating commercial and financial transactions results in practice experience in one country having relevance to practice requirements in another. Indeed, the often-articulated divide between civil and common law lawyers is related more to differences in the role of lawyers in the civil and common law worlds than to differences in law. Thus, it would be appropriate to assess competence simply by requiring that foreign lawyers pass the bar exam in a U.S. jurisdiction. However, given the standard education requirement for admission of U.S. lawyers, passing the bar exam may be considered insufficient alone, either politically or substantively, to satisfy concerns about competence. Two options are presented for additional assurance of competence when combined with an examination. The first option is to require foreign lawyers to complete a brief period of education in a U.S. law school before sitting for the bar exam. The one-year LL.M. programs offered by many U.S. law schools would suffice for this purpose, or more specific content requirements might be identified. Examples of this approach include the District of Columbia, which permits any foreign lawyer to sit for the bar exam upon showing that s/he completed “at least 26 semester hours of study in the subjects tested in the bar examination in a law

---

105 For information on BarBri, see, http://www.barbri.com/.

106 Information about the Legal Practice Course is available at http://www.lawsoc.org.uk/ (follow links Qualifying as a Solicitor, LPC Course Format) (visited 3/19/03).
school that at the time of such study was approved by the American Bar Association.”

Utah identifies particular courses required for qualification for its bar exam, including constitutional law and civil procedure, among others. Another approach would be to require foreign lawyers to complete the first year JD curriculum in a U.S. law school, so that they share the foundation that is common to all U.S. trained lawyers.

The second option for an additional requirement to passing the bar exam for foreign lawyers desiring admission in the U.S. is to require a period of practice experience to serve as a proxy for formal education. Practice in the lawyer’s home country could suffice, but perhaps more appropriate would be practice in the U.S. under the tutelage of an admitted U.S. lawyer. The foreign lawyer might work as a legal consultant with a U.S. lawyer, for example, or even as an intern at a U.S. firm. This would ensure that the lawyer gained experience that would add value to the foreign education and admission experience. Alternatively, practice in a substantive area with some generalizability to practice in the U.S. would be useful, for example in the area of general business transactions.

The ideal regulatory system also includes the legal consultant regulation. In order for legal consultant rules to provide meaningful opportunities for foreign lawyers to

107 District of Columbia Court of Appeals Rule 46(b)(4).

108 Utah Admission Rule Section 3-2, available at http://www.utahbar.org/rules/html/admissions_rule_3.html (visited 3/19/03), provides that applications must have graduated from a “foreign law school in a country where principles of English common law form the basis for the country’s jurisprudence” and must have been admitted to practice there as well; in addition, such applicants must complete 24 semester hours in an ABA-approved law school “including no less than one course each in constitutional law, civil procedure, criminal procedure, legal ethics and evidence”.

109 A third option for preparing for the bar and adding a measure of security to concerns for competence can be provided foreign lawyers working with law firms through a combination of oversight and malpractice insurance. For foreign lawyers working at law firms, bar admission could be conditioned upon being sponsored by their firm and their continued employment there. The firm would assume responsibility for training and oversight of the lawyer’s work, and for carrying malpractice insurance to cover the lawyer’s errors. Regulations could limit this option to lawyers at firms that predominantly serve business clients, who are more likely to be regular consumers of legal services and capable of assessing the quality of the services they receive. See Heinz et al., Chicago Lawyers and Chicago Lawyers II. See also Galanter, “Why the Haves Come Out Ahead,” [cite] on repeat players.
perform work that has value in the U.S., foreign lawyers must be able to cross the line into advising on domestic law if they are adequately supervised by U.S. lawyers.\textsuperscript{110} A licensing system that permits foreign lawyers to cross this boundary between U.S. and foreign law enables foreign lawyers to work for firms resembling the International Model, where they must advise on U.S. law in order to add value, as well as for firms resembling the Multinational and Transnational Models, in which a combination of foreign law and U.S. law advice will be useful. Foreign lawyers also must have the opportunity to advise on international law, especially since that is not an area assessed by existing bar examinations and thus foreign lawyers are under no particular burden of showing competence. Thus, scope of practice in the legal consultant rules is crucial.

Third, an ideal framework would include the ABA’s new rule allowing foreign lawyers to provide services on a temporary basis under certain circumstances. In order to assess where we stand now compared to this ideal regulatory framework for foreign lawyers, the following rating system compares existing state regulation to this ideal model. The rating system credits reasonableness and transparency, and distinguishes provisions that are protectionist, obscure or subjective in their application so that uncertainty overwhelms the offer of openness. Points are allocated for rules that permit foreign lawyers to take the bar, and subtracted for excessive requirements regarding education and practice preparation. Points also are allocated for legal consultant licensing regimes, with credit awarded for liberal scope of practice provisions

\textsuperscript{110} For example, the ABA’s Model Rule on Foreign Legal Consultants, Section 4, (available at http://www.abanet.org/intlaw/divisions/comparative/flc_rule.pdf (visited 3/19/03)) includes the following statement about scope of practice: “A person licensed to practice as a legal consultant under this Rule may render legal services in this State subject, however, to the limitations that he or she shall not: (e) render professional legal advice on the law of this State or of the United States of America (whether rendered incident to the preparation of legal instruments or otherwise) except on the basis of advice from a person duly qualified and entitled (otherwise than by virtue of having been licensed under this Rule) to render professional legal advice in this State . . .”
and subtracted for excessive requirements. In the rankings that follow, the following point allocation is used:

Table 1 - Point Allocation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Description of Provision</th>
<th>Number of Points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Legal Consultant (“FLC”) rule, regardless of its scope of practice provisions</td>
<td>+ 5 points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>FLC scope of practice provision along the lines of the model rule or NY rule</td>
<td>+ 5 points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Foreign lawyers may sit for the state bar examination</td>
<td>+ 10 points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Foreign lawyers may waive into the bar without exam</td>
<td>+ 10 points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Foreign lawyers admitted in another US jurisdiction may take bar exam</td>
<td>+ 5 points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Foreign lawyers admitted in another US jurisdiction may waive into bar without examination</td>
<td>+ 5 points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>FLC rule with excessive fees</td>
<td>- 1 point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>FLC rule requiring multistate ethics exam</td>
<td>- 1 point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>FLC rule requiring all advice to clients to be in writing and legended</td>
<td>- 1 point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>FLC rule extraordinary obligations</td>
<td>- 1 point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Ambiguity in admission rules</td>
<td>- 1 point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Foreign legal education must be assessed as equivalent to education offered in ABA-</td>
<td>- 2 points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>approved law school (or foreign education and practice experience must be so assessed)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Excessive legal education requirements (including a requirement of undergraduate education)</td>
<td>- 2 points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Excessive practice period requirements</td>
<td>- 2 points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Recognizes only common law foreign legal system</td>
<td>- 2 points</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2 presents a ranking of jurisdictions based upon this point allocation system. The higher the number of points, the greater the opportunities for foreign lawyers’ practice in the jurisdiction. References in the right hand column of Figure 2 indicate the number in the Point Allocation table, above, corresponding to a particular justification for awarding or subtracting points.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State Name</th>
<th>Points</th>
<th>References for point allocation (references in parenthesis are negative)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>District of Columbia</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1, 2, 3, 6, (9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massachusetts</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>1, 3, 4, (12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1, 3, 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1, 2, 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1, 3, 6, (10, 15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1, 2, 3, 6, (9, 12, 13, 15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1, 3, 5, (15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>1, 3, 5, (9, 15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1, 3, 5, (12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connecticut</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1, 3, 6, (12, 15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1, 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oregon</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1, 2, 3, (9, 12, 15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arizona</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1, 2, 5, (10, 15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1, 2, 6, (11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Mexico</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1, 2, 5, (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alaska</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1, 3, (12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3, 6, (11, 12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1, 3, (7, 12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1, 3, (7, 12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1, 3, (10, 15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kentucky</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3, 6, (12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vermont</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3, 6, (13, 15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1, 5, (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3, 5, (12, 15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Jersey</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1, 2, (9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alabama</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3, (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1, 3, 5, (12, 15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1, 5, (9, 14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3, (12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3, (14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tennessee</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3, (11, 12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3, (11, 12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nevada</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3, (12, 14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wisconsin</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1, (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Hampshire</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3, (12, 13, 15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5, (12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnesota</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1, (7, 9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delaware</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montana</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nebraska</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Dakota</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Carolina</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arkansas</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>(11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>(11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mississippi</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>(11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oklahoma</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>(11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Dakota</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>(11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wyoming</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>(11)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The ranking reveals the great variety of the regulations governing foreign lawyers. The diversity in states’ approaches hinders the U.S. in its ability to negotiate with foreign
nations for greater opportunities for U.S. lawyers in the international market. The U.S. cannot bind itself to a comprehensible standard because the state regulations undermine such a standard. A coherent, uniform approach to regulating foreign lawyers, suggested by the ideal regulatory framework described above, would be useful for negotiating purposes in trade agreements such as GATS.  

Apart from external problems in trade negotiations caused by the haphazard approach to regulation, the rankings reveal that the existing rules provide meaningful opportunities for foreign lawyers in a number of jurisdictions. The top four jurisdictions – the District of Columbia, Massachusetts, Michigan and New York -- permit foreign lawyers to take the bar exam with limited restrictions. The next eleven jurisdictions offer fewer but still important options for foreign lawyers, as, for example, through the legal consultant rules where there is a broad scope of practice provision as in Indiana, or through relatively unrestricted access to the bar exam as in Louisiana. Once the point allocation reaches 13 or below, the rules tend to impose conditions so severe that it would be difficult for foreign lawyers to take advantage of the rights granted on a regular basis.

This ranking of states is revealing in several ways. First, there is no consistent correlation between liberal rules for foreign lawyers and the growth of international law firms in a particular state. The top four jurisdictions each provide meaningful opportunities for foreign lawyers, but they do not house similar numbers of foreign lawyers or internationally-focused law firms. New York and the District of Columbia each have witnessed remarkable growth in international legal services. D.C. firms have made substantial strides towards internationalization, as evidenced by expansion of such firms as Wilmer Cutler & Pickering and Hogan & Hartson. The development of

international trade practices, also based in D.C., is another aspect of international expansion. New York has witnessed not so much the expansion of its own law firms, but the expansion and relocation to New York of U.S. firms based elsewhere, so that international practices are operated from New York.\textsuperscript{112} In addition, many foreign law firms have opened U.S. offices since the mid-1970s, and New York is the location of choice for these offices. But the liberal and rational regulatory regimes in Michigan and Massachusetts have not given rise to substantial markets for international legal services in those states. The explanation for the regulatory stance of these jurisdictions might rest with the needs of particular business segments, such as the automobile industry in Michigan, which has witnessed substantial international linkage during the last quarter of the 20\textsuperscript{th} Century.\textsuperscript{113} Alternatively, the regulatory position may reflect the interest of the state in attracting international lawyers and businesses needing their services.\textsuperscript{114}

The rankings also illustrate the absence of opportunities for foreign lawyers in the 13 lowest-ranked states. Few commercial centers are located in these states; nor are there a substantial number of large foreign lawyer programs at the law schools located in these states. The incentives for opening the legal market to foreign lawyers seem especially weak in these jurisdictions.

For the states ranked in the middle, those with between 18 and 3 points, a reasoned explanation of the regulatory approach is not possible without additional

\textsuperscript{112} See Silver, \textit{Shifting Identities, supra} n. 4, at pp. 1135-40.

\textsuperscript{113} \textit{But see} Erhard Blankenburg, \textit{The Thomas Theorem of Mega Lawyering}, in Philip S.C. Lewis, ed., \textit{LAW AND TECHNOLOGY IN THE PACIFIC COMMUNITY} (1994) at p. 27, 28 (describing the theory that the “market for legal services seems to be pushed from the supply side more than being pulled by demand . . .”).

\textsuperscript{114} This approach of regulation preceding business development is characteristic of Singapore’s approach to international legal services. As part of its effort to attract international business and participants in the financial and capital markets, the government opened its legal services sector to cooperation and competition from international law firms, on the premise that these firms will be required service providers to the international businesses the country hopes to attract. \textit{See} \textit{LEGAL PROFESSION ACT OF SINGAPORE, PART IXA}, available at \url{http://statutes.agc.gov.sg/} (visited 1/23/03).
information about the existing international legal and business communities located there and the nature of the rule-making process for these rules governing foreign lawyers. The middle group includes a number of jurisdictions with important commercial centers and international communities, such as California and Florida. Both California and Florida house law firms with significant international practices and needs for foreign lawyers, yet their regulatory regimes present barriers for foreign lawyers both in the rights available and in the process necessary to obtain those rights. Reliable statistics regarding the number of foreign-educated lawyers working in particular jurisdictions is not available, so it is not possible to assess how these regulations influence the growth of populations of international lawyers.\textsuperscript{115}

What explains the constricted regulatory environment? Perhaps it is related to the ways in which regulatory proposals for foreign lawyers are raised, which often is by U.S. lawyers who are concerned that the closed regulatory environment in their jurisdiction will hamper their efforts to establish practices in foreign countries. Many practice rules include reciprocity provisions, triggering a tit-for-tat mentality: U.S. lawyers want to practice U.S. law in Country X, so they lobby their home state to adopt a regulatory regime permitting foreign lawyers to practice their home country law in their state.\textsuperscript{116} While this may make sense from the U.S. lawyer’s perspective, since advising on U.S.

\textsuperscript{115} The NCBEX numbers indicate that ten foreign educated individuals took the California bar in 2001, while none took the Michigan bar that year. Nevertheless, NCBEX’s categorization considers foreign lawyers with an LL.M. from an ABA approved law school in the U.S. educated group for at least certain states. See \textit{supra} n.101.

\textsuperscript{116} See \textit{Bar Briefs: News}, 31 \textit{AZ ATTORNEY} 27 (July 1995) describing the origins of Arizona’s licensing regulation for foreign lawyers:

\begin{quote}
At the request of a number of State Bar members who wish to practice in foreign countries, an ad hoc committee, chaired by Ernesto Soto and integrated by members of various Sections, the Young Lawyers Division, the Character and Fitness Committee and the Ethics Committee, was formed in 1992 to address this issue. In at least some countries, an American lawyer may not practice unless the state in which the lawyer practices permits reciprocal privileges to the lawyers of that country.
\end{quote}
law is a valued service to offer from foreign locations, the corollary for foreign lawyers working in the U.S. is less true, because there is less need for advice on the law of most foreign nations in the U.S. than for U.S. law advice in those foreign nations. This lack of comparability results from the controlling role of U.S. law in financial, commercial and capital markets.\textsuperscript{117} Moreover, even U.S. firms now desire the ability to offer advice on the law of multiple nations, as discussed in Section 1. Nevertheless, reciprocity was offered as an important justification for adopting legal consultant rules in Arizona and Massachusetts. A Massachusetts international lawyer explained his state’s action in adopting a legal consultant rule as follows:

Supporters of the new [legal consultant] rule believe it will enable Massachusetts law firms to provide a broader range of services in an increasingly international business environment. In addition, the adoption of the new rule should promote easier access by U.S. law firms and lawyers to those foreign legal markets which demand reciprocal access for their lawyers to the domestic legal market.\textsuperscript{118}

In the adoption of bar admission rules apart from the legal consultant category foreign lawyers generally are an afterthought. The rules are structured first to deal with U.S. educated lawyers. Foreign lawyer provisions might be added much later, as was recently the case in Illinois where the rules were loosed somewhat at the behest of a group composed of law firms with international practices and the Chicago Bar Association. The Chicago group had proposed special admission rules for foreign-educated lawyers a number of years earlier, but the group lost momentum. No one wanted to be perceived as pushing this agenda, because of fear of a protectionist backlash by Illinois lawyers, especially those based outside of Chicago. The new Illinois rule for foreign lawyers was adopted after the Illinois Supreme Court granted the request of a

\textsuperscript{117} See Silver, \textit{The Case of the Foreign Lawyer}, supra n. 4, at 1041-42.

Canadian lawyer to sit for the state bar exam. The Canadian lawyer served as general
counsel of a multinational company interested in relocating its corporate headquarters to
Illinois; the company wanted its general counsel to be able to join the bar in its new state
of residence.119 Other states have adopted special rules for corporate counsel who
otherwise did or could not satisfy the bar admission requirements.120 Illinois went one
step further and modified its rules for foreign lawyers generally.

The reluctance of internationally-focused firms to push liberal admission rules to
accommodate foreign lawyers also is relevant to the restrictions in most states.
Internationally-focused firms often play little role in state bar politics. And they may be
reluctant to incite local lawyers by asking for special opportunities for foreign lawyers.
Moreover, such firms may be concerned about their own bending of admission rules for
lawyers who did not take the bar, but who nevertheless are employed by the firms. They
may wish to avoid the threat of unauthorized practice actions against their own U.S.
lawyers who are not admitted locally.

The rankings also might reflect the influence – or lack of influence – of law
schools that have invested in foreign lawyer education programs. Without more
information about these matters and statistics on the role of foreign lawyers – both those
admitted in the U.S. and those working as legal consultants or otherwise -- it is not
possible to determine the impact of these regulations.

120 These rules generally provide that corporate counsel may work in the state without joining the state bar.
See information on corporate counsel rules, including links to state rules, at
http://www.crossingthebar.com/corporate_counsel.htm (visited 1/23/03). See also Jonathan Groner, A
Lobby Win for Virginia Corporate Counsel, LEGAL TIMES (1/23/03).
Section 3. Licensed and Unlicensed Legal Consultants

While there is little available data regarding the impact of admission rules on the development of international firms, we can learn quite a bit about the uses being made of the legal consultant license. The legal consultant category was created in 1974 with the adoption of the first U.S. legal consultant rule by New York; according to Sydney Cone, the term “legal consultant” was used because it is a translation of “conseil juridique,” which was the licensed status afforded foreign lawyers by France until the 1990s. The legal consultant rules were intended to “create a coherent and up-to-date regulatory regime for foreign lawyers established in New York.” They allow foreign lawyers to practice their home country law without joining the local bar. In addition, New York and a number of other states permit legal consultants to advise on most aspects of U.S. law if they work alongside a U.S. lawyer and base their U.S. or state law advice on the advice of that U.S. admitted lawyer. In order to qualify as a legal consultant, foreign lawyers must have some practice experience, and agree to avoid certain areas of law that are considered too local or too connected to the courts where local rules of practice matter.

Twenty-three states and the District of Columbia have adopted legal consultant rules, and the ABA Section of International Law and Practice is encouraging the adoption of its model rule by all states.

---

121 Cone, supra n. 78, at p. 3:2.

122 Id.

123 See Cone, supra n. 78, at p. 3:3.

124 Exceptions to this right to advise on U.S. law are carved out for areas that are particularly “local,” including real estate and family law matters. See Louis B. Sohn, American Bar Association Section of International Law and Practice Report to the House of Delegates Model Rule for the Licensing of Legal Consultants, 28 INT’L LAW. 207 (1994) (The exceptions “prohibit the legal consultant from preparing certain types of legal instruments which by their nature require an independent knowledge of local law.”).
The legal consultant category is perhaps most valuable for foreign-based law firms with branch offices in the U.S. These firms serve a primarily foreign clientele; a French firm like Jeantetassociés will serve mostly clients with activities and problems in France. The international market for legal services, however, has outgrown the legal consultant model in a number of ways. First, international practice has evolved from the international model that relied on offering home country law advice in foreign locations, described in Section 1, to more integrated forms of practice that require a combination of expertise in the laws of multiple nations and in international law. Consequently, a regulatory model that is based on the value of advising on the law of one country – the home country of the individual lawyer – as the sole or primary activity of an international lawyer is out of date with contemporary practice. While the legal consultant regulatory paradigm may have offered a valuable right in the early period of internationalization of legal practice, it does not enable law firms to offer enough of the services they value in today’s market.

A related problem with the legal consultant rules is their assumption about the boundaries between home country law, host country law, and international law. The rules permit legal consultants to advise on the law of their home countries, but only to a limited extent, if at all, on the law of the host country and international law. For example, the Illinois rule defines the general scope of practice permitted as follows:

A person licensed as a foreign legal consultant under this rule may render legal services and give professional advice within this state only on the law of the foreign country where the foreign legal consultant is admitted to practice. A foreign legal consultant in giving such advice shall not quote from or summarize advice concerning the law of this state (or of any other jurisdiction) which has been rendered by an attorney at law duly licensed under the law of the State of Illinois (or of any other jurisdiction, domestic or foreign).(emphasis added)  

---

125 Illinois Rules on Admission and Discipline of Attorneys, Rule 712(e), available at [http://www.state.il.us/court/SupremeCourt/Rules/Art_VII/artvii.htm#Rule%20705](http://www.state.il.us/court/SupremeCourt/Rules/Art_VII/artvii.htm#Rule%20705) (visited 3/19/03).
This regulatory reliance on artificial boundaries between home and host country law creates tensions for practitioners attempting to stay within the boundaries and is out of step with the way law is practiced. It simply is not possible in many transactions to determine where advice on foreign law leaves off and advice on U.S. and international matters begins. These artificial boundaries serve to complicate rather than simplify the obligations of foreign lawyers.

A third problem with the foreign legal consultant rules of many U.S. jurisdictions is the limited scope of practice afforded by the rules. Of the 24 U.S. jurisdictions with legal consultant rules, 15 restrict legal consultants to advising on the law of their home countries. In these 15 jurisdictions, the value of the legal consultant license is extremely limited, because there are very few opportunities for foreign lawyers to work in the U.S. on matters that involve only the law of their home countries. Even in the most international law firm, it is unusual to need continual advice on matters involving the law of one particular foreign country.

Fourth, the legal consultant rules require foreign lawyers to have some experience practicing the law of their respective home countries; experience is intended to insure competence, which is important when the consultant may be working without the safety net of experienced colleagues who can monitor and review the foreign law work. The experience requirement, however, means that newly licensed foreign lawyers, or those who have completed their education but not the practice period required to gain a license, cannot come within the foreign legal consultant status. Yet these are the very people

\[126\] Louis Sohn described this problem aptly in the Section Report introducing the Model Rule on Legal Consultants, supra n. 123, at note 57: “As a practical matter, it is simply not feasible to break that advice down into independent elements to be advised upon separately by different lawyers. Rather, the rendering of such advice is an inherently synthetic process, involving close collaboration among lawyers with the requisite experience and qualifications in dealing with the various bodies of law that are actually or potentially involved. Lawyers advise on transactions and disputes, not on laws in the abstract . . .”
most likely to desire the advantages of the license, and who comprise the group that increasingly travels to the U.S. for education in U.S. law schools and training in U.S. law firms. The category of foreign legal consultant excludes these new graduates because their inexperience in home country law causes concern about incompetence among U.S. regulators.

Finally, foreign legal consultant licensing regimes are of limited value because of the relative importance of U.S. law and legal advice. Foreign lawyers come to the U.S. to learn about U.S. law and practice, because that generates value for them in their home countries and elsewhere. The legal consultant licensing system in a majority of states with such rules do not permit foreign lawyers to experience and learn about U.S. law directly.

The consequence of the limited value of the legal consultant license is that few foreign lawyers register under the existing legal consultant regimes. According to Pamela Steibs Hollenhorst, the number of licensed legal consultants in states with legal consultant rules in 1999 was as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Number of Legal Consultants as of 1999</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alaska</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arizona</td>
<td>0, 1 in progress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connecticut</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

127 See Silver, The Case of the Foreign Lawyer, supra n. 4.


129 My conversation in the summer of 1999 with an Arizona Supreme Court representative indicated that one foreign lawyer had been licensed and a second application was pending.

130 According to the administrator responsible for foreign legal consultants in Connecticut, one individual had started the application process but did not complete the application.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>District of Columbia</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massachusetts</td>
<td>*1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>Between 5 and 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnesota</td>
<td>2, and 2 pending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Jersey</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Mexico</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>277 (184 in District 1, which includes Manhattan)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oregon</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas</td>
<td>2 (6 have been licensed, but 4 were not then active)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

My own research during the summer of 1999 revealed similar numbers to those reported by Hollenhorst, but perhaps equally revealing was the difficulty of finding an individual

131 My conversation in the summer of 1999 with a Florida bar representative indicated that 18 foreign lawyers had been licensed and an additional 14 applications for foreign legal consultant licenses were pending.

132 Hawaii provides a list of lawyers licensed as foreign legal consultants as part of the list of Lawyers Not Authorized to Practice on its web site, at http://www.hsba.org/members/NOADMIT.HTM (visited 7/28/99); in July of 1999, four individuals were listed as foreign legal consultants.

133 The Indiana State Board of Bar Examiners indicated in the summer of 1999 that an additional foreign legal consultant had been licensed in Indiana but the license had lapsed.

134 The foreign legal consultant rule had not yet taken effect in Massachusetts at the time of Hollenhorst’s article.

135 According to the individual responsible for licensing legal consultants in the office of the Clerk of the Ohio Supreme Court, three individuals had been licensed as foreign legal consultants but all allowed their licenses to lapse.

136 According to my conversation with an individual responsible for Admissions in the Oregon State Bar in the summer of 1999, it has been difficult for foreign lawyers to obtain the legal insurance required by the foreign legal consultant rules.
who could respond to my inquiry about the legal consultant rules. In many states, an
inquiry about the rules to the Supreme Court and Board of Bar Examiners caused a stir of
confusion. Even in those jurisdictions with relatively large numbers of legal consultants,
information about the numbers of individuals licensed was not easily obtained because
the records of legal consultants had not been computerized.

In order to learn more about the activities of legal consultants, I gathered
information about legal consultants currently licensed in New York. I obtained a list of
the 311 licensed legal consultants as of April 2002, compiled by the clerks of the
Appellate Division of the four Departments of the New York Supreme Court (the “N.Y.
Licensed List”). For each legal consultant, I examined their listing in Martindale-
Hubbell,137 if one was available, and also ran each name through the New York Bar on-
line database to determine whether any of the legal consultants had been admitted to the
bar in New York.138 Through this process, I succeeded in identifying 122 individuals, or
somewhat less than half of the individuals named on the N.Y. Licensed List.139 Twenty-
seven of these 122 individuals are listed as being members of the New York bar on the
official list of the New York Court of Appeals; the legal consultant title, for them, is a
remnant of a period before bar admission.

Employment information was available for 110 of the 122 identified legal
consultants:

137 I used Lexis to search Martindale-Hubbell.

138 This on-line database is available at
http://portal.courts.state.ny.us/pls/portal30/INTERNETDB_DEV.RPT_ATTY_REG.SHOW_PARMS; it is
searchable by first, middle and last name.

139 Martindale-Hubbell is a fee-based directory. It is not all-inclusive for lawyers in any particular location.
As law firm web sites have become more extensive, a number of firms have stopped submitting their
information to Martindale-Hubbell, which renders the directory even less inclusive. Nevertheless, it is a
useful tool for internationally-focused practitioners interested in attracting the attention of U.S. lawyers for
purposes of gaining referrals.
-- 64 were working for foreign law firms in offices outside of the U.S.
-- 19 were working for foreign law firms in U.S. offices
-- 10 were working for U.S. law firms in offices outside the U.S.
-- 15 were working for U.S. law firms in U.S. offices
-- 1 was working for a U.S. company in an office outside the U.S.
-- 1 was working for a U.S. company in a U.S. office

The large number of legal consultants working for foreign firms outside of the U.S. reflects one of the principal users of the license: foreign lawyers on temporary assignment for their foreign-based firms. As lawyers rotate in and out of a firm’s offices, the legal consultant license requires a smaller investment of time than does preparing for and taking the bar exam. For lawyers who can satisfy the practice experience requirement, New York’s legal consultant rule offers a valuable alternative to bar admission, because the liberal scope of practice provision in the rule enables meaningful practice when legal consultants work in cooperation with U.S. lawyers.\textsuperscript{140} And while New York’s rule provides that the applicant for legal consultant status must intend to practice in New York, the rule does not specifically require legal consultants once licensed to relinquish their license upon moving from the state.

Seventy-five percent of this group of legal consultants for whom employment information was available work for foreign law firms. This use of the license is perfectly consistent with the practice environment existing at the time the legal consultant rules were adopted, by firms that wanted a way for their home country lawyers to work in foreign offices. The lawyers working for U.S. firms in the U.S. are outside of this 1970s model of international practice, but the group is quite limited in numbers. Fewer than 14% of the legal consultants for whom employment information was obtained were in the U.S. with U.S. firms; these were evenly divided between large and very small firms:

\textsuperscript{140} On the legal consultant licensing regimes generally, see Cone, supra n. 78, chapters 3 and 4.
seven were with large law firms, seven were with two- or three-person firms, and one
was a sole practitioner.

More can be learned about the use of the “legal consultant” category by looking
outside the N.Y. Licensed List. The use of the “legal consultant” title is not limited to
foreign lawyers actually registered as legal consultants and included on the N.Y.
Licensed List. Others have appropriated the title without complying with the formalities
of licensing. Using the N.Y. Licensed List as a basis for comparison, I was able to track
the use of the title “legal consultant” in the New York Martindale-Hubbell directory and
separate licensed legal consultants from those claiming the title whose names were not on
the N.Y. Licensed List.\(^\text{141}\) What I found was a generic use of the legal consultant title to
indicate something else, including expertise in a particular foreign legal system and the
lack of bar membership in the U.S.

The New York Martindale-Hubbell directory included 193 individuals claiming to
be legal consultants who did not earn a U.S. J.D. degree. Of these 193 lawyers using the
“legal consultant” title, 30 are licensed according to the N.Y. Licensed List. The
remaining 163 claimed the “legal consultant” label without complying with the licensing
system, merely as a descriptive term indicating either that they have not passed the New
York bar, or that they are experts on a foreign legal system, or perhaps both. Of the 163
unlicensed foreign lawyers, 52 (just over 30%) work for foreign law firms in New York;
106 (65%) work for U.S. law firms, four work for investment banks and one works as
corporate counsel for a U.S. publicly-traded corporation. This presents a very different
picture from the group of identified licensed legal consultants on the N.Y. Licensed List.

Three-quarters of the licensed legal consultants on the N.Y. Licensed List for which

---

\(^{141}\) I searched Martindale-Hubbell through Lexis, using the following search terms: “Not Admitted in U.S.”
(which also captures “Not admitted in the United States”) and law or legal w/1 consultant.
employment information could be identified worked for foreign law firms, presumably advising on foreign law. In contrast, among this group of unlicensed foreign lawyers, the majority are working for U.S. law firms. It was not possible from the Martindale-Hubbell listings to determine the nature of the work being performed by these foreign lawyers in U.S. firms, but it is likely that many are practicing U.S. law. While New York permits licensed legal consultants to advise on U.S. law pursuant to advice from a U.S. lawyer, the purpose of the rule is clearly to enable foreign lawyers to capitalize on their foreign law expertise, rather than to work as U.S. lawyers.

Most of the unlicensed legal consultants working for U.S. law firms are with large law firms: 89 individuals, comprising over 80% of the group, work for firms with more than 100 lawyers. Many of these are with the largest U.S. law firms, including Shearman & Sterling, White & Case, and Davis Polk & Wardwell. At the other end of the size spectrum, three of the 106 unlicensed legal consultants work for firms with fewer than 10 lawyers, and the remaining 14 work for firms in the 15 to 30 person range. Of the group working for large (100+) U.S. law firms, one was identified as a partner or member of the firm, three were of counsel, and 62, or nearly 70% of the entire group of 89 individuals working for large U.S. firms, are working as associates. In addition, a number of the unlicensed legal consultants did not indicate their law firm rank, identifying themselves only as “legal consultants” or “visiting attorneys.”

The unlicensed legal consultants working for foreign law firms in New York include 19 with English firms, 11 with Canadian firms, and 10 with firms based in the Netherlands. In several instances, a foreign law firm’s New York office houses both

\[142\] Foreign lawyers working for U.S. law firms do not restrict their practices to foreign law or foreign clients. See Silver, The Case of the Foreign Lawyer, supra, n. 4, for information on the nature of practices in which foreign lawyers working in the U.S. engage.
foreign lawyers licensed as legal consultants and listed on the N.Y. Licensed List, and foreign lawyers without such a license who have not otherwise been admitted to the local bar. One example is the Cuatrecasas office, which has three resident lawyers in New York, only one of whom is named on the N.Y. Licensed List. 143

A number of the unlicensed legal consultants in fact were admitted to the New York bar. Thirty-eight members of the unlicensed group were admitted to the New York bar, along with 27 (8.7% of the licensed group) of those identified on the N.Y. Licensed List. 144 This is inconsistent with the legal consultant rule, which provides in part that a licensed legal consultant shall not “in any way hold himself or herself out as a member of the bar of [New York.]” 145 The Model Rule on Legal Consultants is more explicit. It provides in section 9,

In the event that a person licensed as a legal consultant under this Rule is subsequently admitted as a member of the bar of this State under the provisions of the Rules governing such admission, the license granted to such person hereunder shall be deemed superseded by the license granted to such person to practice law as a member of the bar of this State. 146

Another group of the unlicensed legal consultants were at the other end of the spectrum. These individuals were unlicensed as legal consultants and in fact could not have satisfied the licensing requirements because their home country bar admission was too recent to permit them to satisfy the three-year practice condition of New York’s legal

143 The Martindale-Hubbell listing for Cutrecasas’ New York office indicates that the two non-licensed foreign lawyers in New York also are resident in the firm’s Barcelona office. See http://www.martindale.com/xp/Martindale/Lawyer_Locator/Search_Lawyer_Locator/search_detail.xml?pos=1&FN=Cutrecasas&CN=&CTY=&FSZ=&STS=&CRY=1&STYPE=F&CP=1&ft=1&lid=477702&hp=1&RR=2 (visited 1/23/03).

144 See New York Court of Appeals Attorney Directory at http://portal.courts.state.ny.us/pls/portal30/INTERNETDB_DEV.RPT_ATTY_REG.SHOW_PARMS (visited 3/19/03).


146 Sohn, supra n. 123.
consultant rule. According to the Martindale-Hubbell biographical information, at least 11 individuals working for U.S. and foreign law firms were admitted in their home countries in 1999 or subsequently, and therefore could not have met the rule’s practice experience requirement.\textsuperscript{147}

In addition to using Martindale-Hubbell to search for individuals claiming the legal consultant title in New York, I also searched other U.S. jurisdictions to gain some insight into the numbers of individuals claiming the title in their Martindale-Hubbell biographies. The search was accomplished in 2001, and yielded 363 individuals. This information is set out below in Table 3. As a comparison, Table 3 includes the number of registered legal consultants reported by Hollenhorst in 1999 (from Table 2).

\begin{table}
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|l|l|l|}
\hline
Office Location indicated in Martindale-Hubbell & Number of Legal Consultants identified in Martindale-Hubbell, 2002 & Number of Legal Consultants reported as licensed by Bar Authorities, 1999 \\
\hline
Alaska & 1 & 1 \\
Arizona & 2 & 0, 1 in progress \\
California & 50 & 11 \\
Colorado & 1 & No Legal Consultant Rule \\
Connecticut & 2 & 0 \\
Delaware & 2 & No Legal Consultant Rule \\
District of Columbia & 30 & 27 \\
Florida & 13 & 16 \\
Georgia & 7 & 2 \\
Illinois & 1 & 5 \\
Maine & 1 & No Legal Consultant Rule \\
Massachusetts & 3 & 0 \\
Michigan & 2 & Between 5 and 10 \\
New Jersey & 3 & 7 \\
New York & 193 & 277 \\
Ohio & 2 & 0 \\
Oregon & 2 & 1 \\
Pennsylvania & 3 & No Legal Consultant Rule \\
Texas & 10 & 2 \\
Virginia & 3 & No Legal Consultant Rule \\
Washington & 5 & 6 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}

\textsuperscript{147} Martindale-Hubbell listings are not all complete, and the information about date of home-country bar admission is not always present. Thus, this number may be lower than it should be.
It is not possible to compare the individuals identified by the Martindale-Hubbell search to those actually registered in the various jurisdictions apart from New York. Nevertheless, the Martindale-Hubbell information is interesting if only as a very general way to assess use of the legal consultant title. Some variation is to be expected between the number of registered legal consultants and the number reported using the title in Martindale-Hubbell, because not all lawyers list their biographical information in Martindale-Hubbell. On the other hand, the timing of the gathering of the information in columns 2 and 3 may account for some difference in the numbers reported. For example, Arizona Bar officials reported in a telephone conversation in 1999 that one individual had been licensed as a legal consultant and a second was in the process of completing an application; this explains the difference between the information reported for Arizona in columns 2 and 3. However, certain states that have not adopted legal consultant rules might be surprised to discover that foreign lawyers are working under the legal consultant title in their jurisdictions.

The generic use of the legal consultant title is one more reason to reconsider this regulatory model for foreign lawyers. The use of the title by those not licensed is confusing and potentially misleading, both to other lawyers and to the public. A new regulatory regime that offers meaningful opportunities to international practitioners and protects the public from incompetence is required.

Section 4. Regulating Reality

Professional regulation of lawyers educated outside of the U.S. is unnecessarily complicated and confusing, and it is bound to interfere with the development of international practice opportunities. While it is unlikely that states will cede their regulatory roles to a national organization, the sheer number and variety of state regulations aimed at foreign lawyers is overwhelming. States should simplify their
admission and legal consultant rules by adhering to model standards, as described below. In addition, a new regulatory overlay should be adopted at the national level to permit international firms to vouch for their lawyers, regardless of their licensing credentials, provided certain safety provisions are satisfied.

Admission rules should be overhauled as described in Section 2, taking into account a foreign lawyer’s foreign legal education and ability to pass a bar examination in the U.S. For purposes of preparing foreign lawyers to sit for a U.S. bar exam, bar authorities might consider the need for additional preparation specific to U.S. law and practice. The additional preparation should be capable of objective verification rather than the current approach of assessing comparability to U.S. education. States should permit foreign lawyers to sit for the bar exam if they have completed a minimum period of U.S. legal education, or gained practice experience for a period in the U.S.\textsuperscript{148} If additional assurance of competence is required, special bar exams that more thoroughly test competence in U.S. law could be devised for foreign lawyers. In addition, to ensure that the public can assess at least the educational background and licensed status of a lawyer or legal consultant, each state should develop a searchable public data base that indicates whether an individual is admitted or licensed as a legal consultant, and discloses their educational background and current employment.\textsuperscript{149} The data base should be available on the web as well as in print form in certain public locations, such as libraries and law schools.


\textsuperscript{149} New York’s public database of lawyers is a good starting point, but information should be included on legal education as well as for legal consultants.
Second, the legal consultant rules should be standardized along the lines of the New York and Model rules. Practice experience should be limited to three years in order to make the rule available to lawyers most likely to use it, and licensed legal consultants should be permitted to advise on U.S. law with the supervision or consultation of a U.S. lawyer, subject to the limited areas of practice uniformly reserved to local lawyers. Legal consultants also should be included in the public database of legal professionals, described above. Once they are admitted to the bar, legal consultants should relinquish the legal consultant license.

Third, states should implement the proposal of the ABA Commission on Multijurisdictional Practice permitting foreign lawyers to practice temporarily in the U.S. This serves interests different than those addressed by the admission and legal consultant rules, and that are very much at issue in the development of international practices. As technology eases long-distance communication, legal services may increasingly be delivered without implicating rights of establishment.

Finally, a new regulatory approach for international practitioners is necessary. The proposal advanced here takes as its premise that different rules are necessary for international practitioners than for those whose practice is confined to a single national system. For international practitioners, the basic element of regulation – traditionally the individual lawyer – is expanded to the law firm. Firms with an international practice will be accountable for ensuring the competence of their lawyers through a combination of supervision and insurance. In addition, a full-disclosure system will supplement the regulations to enable the public easy access to information about each foreign lawyer’s education, admission, and employment status.
A national regulatory and registration system should be enacted to grant temporary bar admission to all foreign lawyers working with international law firms. International law firms wishing to subject themselves to this regulatory regime would be required to satisfy three conditions. First, a firm must agree that its U.S. lawyers will supervise the work of the foreign lawyers. Firms would be required to devise the details of a supervisory organization system. Second, the firm must purchase malpractice insurance to cover the work of foreign lawyers in advising on U.S. law. And third, the firm must agree to notify bar authorities when the employment or partnership relationship with a foreign lawyer is severed, because at that time the foreign lawyer’s temporary admission will be revoked.

By agreeing to these three conditions, international law firms could assume responsibility for their foreign lawyers. The firms’ incentives to maintain their reputations will motivate them to provide meaningful supervision and training. Moreover, firms are more efficient regulators in such circumstances than local bar authorities, since firms have relevant knowledge of and are in a position to quickly assess a foreign lawyer’s competence. Firms function as a form of self-regulator. Furthermore, this proposal has the benefit of rendering irrelevant the existing artificial lines between home and host country law, essential to the current legal consultant rules.

The challenge of implementing this proposal is to determine the criteria for international law firms that could take advantage of the new regime. For the largest law firms with international practices, it is clear that sufficient supervision, insurance, and concern for reputation could make the proposed system work. But what of the smaller international practices, the two or five-person firms, in which all or nearly all of the lawyers are foreign trained? In order for supervision and training to be practicable and

---

150 New York and [Hawaii?] currently provide this type of information on-line. See [web site addresses].
meaningful to satisfy the self-regulatory role, U.S. licensed lawyers must dominate the practice setting. Any lawyer admitted to the bar in the jurisdiction where their office is located is considered a “U.S. lawyer,” regardless of her/his educational background. One approach would allow firms to qualify if there are at least as many U.S.-licensed lawyers as foreign lawyers in the office where the foreign lawyer is stationed. This could permit one-on-one supervision.

This proposed national overlay solves several current problems. It eliminates the artificial division between home and host country law that is fundamental to the legal consultant rules and anathema to the realities of current international practice. It offers a simple, transparent regulatory regime, alleviating the need for official determinations of educational equivalency. It allows for efficient regulation by self-regulation, by placing responsibility and power with the organizations with the most intimate knowledge of foreign lawyers’ abilities to make judgments about their capabilities. It supports informed decision making by clients and the public generally by calling for a publicly available database comprised of relevant information to allow assessment of an attorney’s background and credentials. And it recognizes the need for mobility in current international practice.

The proposal leaves in place the existing state admission and legal consultant rules; hence the need for new standardized and coherent regulations, as described above. Individual foreign lawyers may utilize these rules if they are not working for firms willing or able to take advantage of the new proposal, or if they wish to pursue licensing independent of their employment status. The existing rules would be supplemented with the public disclosure of lawyers’ credentials, but otherwise could remain as they are.
Conclusion

This article has examined the development of international practices and the regulations governing them in the U.S. The international market for legal services favors law firms offering expertise in multiple legal systems. It is common today for firms to advise on U.S. law, as well as the law of multiple other jurisdictions, including Germany, France and England. Internationalization in legal practice has multiple meanings, but it is clear from law firm expansion and the development of the concept of international law expertise that a one-country focus will no longer suffice for many firms in the international market.

The existing regulatory regime interferes with the growth of international practices because it takes an overly restrictive approach to preventing foreign lawyers from practicing in the U.S. This approach not only interferes with efforts by U.S. based law firms to utilize foreign lawyers in their practices, it also places the U.S. in an unfavorable position with regard to foreign regulators’ consideration of U.S. lawyers working in their countries. The General Agreement on Trade in Services avoids reciprocity as a basis of regulation, but most admission rules, including the foreign legal consultant rules, include some expectation of reciprocal treatment. Current licensing rules also are vague, ambiguous, and require subjectivity in their application.

A new regulatory regime should be adopted. This new regulation comes in the form of an overlay to existing rules on admitting and licensing foreign lawyers, and would permit international law firms to guarantee the competence of their lawyers. In

---

151 On GATS’ applicability to lawyers, see Terry, GATS’ Applicability to Transnational Lawyering, supra n. 110.
this way, the reality of international practice will be permitted to protect the public at the same time that it encourages development of international legal services.
Appendix 1

Firms With At Least One Foreign Office in 2000, Drawn from The American Lawyer 100, The American Lawyer’s Global 50, and the International Financial Law Review 150 Leading Law Firms (original home city is identified in parenthesis)

Akin, Gump, Strauss, Hauer & Feld (Dallas)
Altheimer & Gray (Chicago)
Arnold & Porter (Washington, D.C.)
Baker & Botts (Houston)
Baker & McKenzie (Chicago)
Bingham Dana (Boston)
Brobeck, Phleger & Harrison (San Francisco)
Brown & Wood (New York)\(^\text{152}\)
Bryan Cave (St. Louis)
Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft (New York)
Cahill, Gordon & Reindel (New York)
Chadbourne & Parke (New York)
Cleary, Gottlieb, Steen & Hamilton (New York)
Coudert Brothers (New York)
Covington & Burling (Washington, D.C.)
Cravath, Swaine & Moore (New York)
Curtis Mallet-Prevost Colt & Mosle (New York)
Davis Polk & Wardwell (New York)
Debevoise & Plimpton (New York)
Dechert Price & Rhoads (Philadelphia)
Dewey Ballantine (New York)
Dorsey & Whitney (Minneapolis)
Faegre & Benson (Minneapolis)
Foley & Lardner (Milwaukee)
Fried, Frank, Harris, Shriver & Jacobson (New York)
Fulbright & Jaworski (Houston)
Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher (Los Angeles)
Graham & James (San Francisco)\(^\text{153}\)
Heller Ehrman White & McAuliffe (San Francisco)
Hogan & Hartson (Washington, D.C.)
Hughes Hubbard & Reed (New York)
Hunton & Williams (Richmond)
Jones, Day, Reavis & Pogue (Cleveland)
Kaye, Scholer, Fierman, Hays & Handler (New York)
Kelley Drye & Warren (New York)
Kilpatrick Stockton (Atlanta)
Kirkland & Ellis (Chicago)

\(^{152}\) Brown & Wood merged with Sidley & Austin after this data was compiled.

\(^{153}\) The association of Graham & James with Deacons in Hong Kong and Australia ended on July 1, 2000; the firm’s Hong Kong and Australian offices became part of Deacons. Letter from Paul Scholefield & Lindsay B. Esler, Partners at Deacons Graham & James, Hong Kong (Apr. 5, 2000) (on file with author).
Latham & Watkins (Los Angeles)
LeBoeuf, Lamb, Greene & MacRae (New York)
Mayer, Brown & Platt (Chicago)
McCutchen, Doyle, Brown & Enersen (San Francisco)
McDermott, Will & Emery (Chicago)
McGuire Woods Battle & Boothe (Richmond)
Milbank, Tweed, Hadley & McCloy (New York)
Morgan, Lewis & Bockius (Philadelphia)
Morrison & Foerster (San Francisco)
O’Melveny & Myers (Los Angeles)
Orrick, Herrington & Sutcliffe (San Francisco)
Paul, Hastings, Janofsky & Walker (Los Angeles)
Paul, Weiss, Rifkind, Wharton & Garrison (New York)
Perkins Coie (Seattle)
Pillsbury Madison & Sutro (San Francisco)
Proskauer Rose (New York)
Seyfarth, Shaw, Fairweather & Geraldson (Chicago)
Shaw Pittman (Washington, D.C.)
Shearman & Sterling (New York)
Shook, Hardy & Bacon (Kansas City)
Sidley & Austin (Chicago)
Simpson Thacher & Bartlett (New York)
Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom (New York)
Squire, Sanders & Dempsey (Cleveland)
Stroock & Stroock & Lavan (New York)
Sullivan & Cromwell (New York)
Vinson & Elkins (Houston)
Weil, Gotshal & Manges (New York)
White & Case (New York)
Willkie Farr & Gallagher (New York)
Wilmer, Cutler & Pickering (Washington, D.C.)
Wilson, Elser, Moskowitz, Edelman & Dicker (New York)
Winston & Strawn (Chicago)
Winthrop, Stimson, Putnam & Roberts (New York)
Appendix 2

Web sites where state rules of admission and legal consultant licensing are available


Alaska  http://www.alaskabar.org/INDEX.CFM?ID=4981&makeback=true

Arizona  http://azrules.westgroup.com/toc/default.wl?RLT=CLID%5FTOCRLT10561010
&oFindType=V&oDocName=AZ006335891&oDB=AZ%2DRULES%2DWEB%3BSTAAZ&DocName=AZ006315484&FindType=X&DB=AZ-TOC-
WEB%3BSTAAZTOC&RS=WLW2%2E07&VR=2%2E0

Arkansas  http://courts.state.ar.us/courts/ble_rules.html

California  http://www.calbar.org/admissions/doc/2admrule.htm#ii


Connecticut  http://www.jud.state.ct.us/CBEC/BarExCom2.htm; for Rules of Superior Ct regulating Atty Admission http://www.jud.state.ct.us/CBEC/#Rules

Delaware  http://courts.state.de.us/bbe/docs/bberules.pdf

D.C.  Lexis

Florida  http://www.floridabarexam.org/index.html

Georgia  http://www2.state.ga.us/courts/bar/barules.htm#PARTA and http://www2.state.ga.us/Courts/bar/barhome.htm

Hawaii  http://www.state.hi.us/jud/rsch.htm#%201.3

Idaho  http://www2.state.id.us/isdadm/exam_info.htm

Illinois  http://www.state.il.us/court/SupremeCourt/Rules/Art_VII/artvii.htm#Rule%20705

Indiana  http://www.in.gov/judiciary/rules/ad_dis/index.html


Kansas  http://www.kscourts.org/ctruls/atad.htm
Rhode Island  http://www.courts.state.ri.us/supreme/bar/rules.pdf

S. Carolina  
http://www.judicial.state.sc.us/courtReg/displayRule.cfm?ruleID=402&subRuleID=&ruleType=APP  and  http://www.judicial.state.sc.us/bar/index.cfm

South Dakota  

Tennessee  http://www.tsc.state.tn.us/


Vermont  
http://www.vermontjudiciary.org/BBE/BBERulesRegs.htm#§%205.%20Requirements%20for%20admission

Virginia  http://www.vbbe.state.va.us/motionlist.html  and  
http://www.vbbe.state.va.us/guidelines.html  and  

Washington  

W. Virginia  http://www.state.wv.us/wvsca/Bd%20of%20Law/lawprac.htm

Wisconsin  http://www.courts.state.wi.us/html/rules/chap40.htm

Wyoming  